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Abstract

The G EO C LAW software is a tool designed to model geophysical flow phenomena that
can be described by the two-dimensional Shallow Water Equations. As an essential part in
handling equations of this type, so-called Riemann problems have to be solved for every cell
edge of a discretized domain to advance the solution by one time step. This requires a considerable amount of computations and therefore it is imperative to provide highly efficient
Riemann solvers.
This thesis deals with the single-core performance optimization of the existing G EO C LAW
solvers for the Shallow Water Equations. Therefore, a performance analysis of the existing
solvers will be conducted to identify performance bottlenecks and determine possible optimization approaches.
For that reason, the Roofline model is introduced, which is a powerful tool to analyze the performance of a given kernel and specifically, to determine whether performance is computebound or memory-bound. In conjunction with the benchmarking tools gprof and PAPI, this
allows to perform a comprehensive analysis of the given Riemann solvers.
The information obtained in the performance analysis is then used to apply optimizations
to the existing Riemann solvers. In particular, this thesis has a strong focus on SIMD and
vectorization and applies transformations to the code that allows the compiler to auto-vectorize
the solvers.
Ultimately, a comparison of the solvers before and after the optimization is done to present
the achieved performance improvements.
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1 Hyperbolic Problems and the Shallow
Water Equations
1.1 Introduction and Motivation
Many geophysical flow problems reside in a domain where the width is very large compared to the depth. Employing the full three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations to solve
these problems is in general an inefficient approach as depth-averaged models such as the
Shallow Water Equations yield reasonable results while reducing the computational effort
by a considerable amount [1].
Finite volume methods (FVM) are the standard approach for treating the Shallow Water
Equations numerically as they have the nice property of preserving conservation, which is
of utmost importance for this type of equations. When subdividing a domain into finite
volumes, each cell value describes the (average) quantity of the fluid within that cell. Due
to the finite discretization, it is therefore inevitable to have discontinuities at the cell edges.
This situation is also referred to as Riemann problem, which, in one dimension, describes two
neighboring cells with quantities ql and qr , respectively.
The solution of a Riemann problem determines how a quantity flows from one cell into
the other and as such, describes the propagation of waves within the domain. It is clear that
in an actual implementation, Riemann problems will need to be solved at every edge of the
discretized domain and can therefore be expected to be the computational kernel of the simulation. While it is possible to find mathematically exact solutions to the Riemann problem,
we will see in Section 1.2.5 that this is prohibitive on a computer and instead, approximative
Riemann solvers are used in actual implementations.
In Section 1.5 we will introduce G EO C LAW, which is a software designed to solve geophysical flow problems and therefore provides numerical Riemann solvers. It also provides
a feature called Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR), which helps to reduce the number of Riemann problems to be solved by restructuring the computational grid according to the requirements of the current time step [2].
This thesis will deal with the single-core optimization of the G EO C LAW Riemann solvers
for the Shallow Water Equations. Therefore, a comprehensive assessment of the current
solver performance will be conducted first in Chapter 3 and then the actual optimization
will be performed in Chapter 4, where also comparisons will be made to the original solver.
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1.2 Hyperbolic problems and conservation laws
This section will introduce the Shallow Water Equations and discuss their solution. As these
equations belong to the more general class of hyperbolic conservation laws, a short introduction
to this topic will be given. This includes the general solution of hyperbolic problems and socalled Riemann problems, which will be the main object of study in this thesis. Nonlinearity
will be addressed and approximate solvers will be introduced. Notice that for simplicity,
we will mostly focus on the one-dimensional version of the Shallow Water Equations, as for
the most part, the extension to two dimensions is straightforward. When necessary, salient
properties of the two-dimensional case will be addressed.

1.2.1 Conservation Laws
The Shallow Water Equations, which will be introduced in the next section, belong to a more
general class of hyperbolic partial differential equations. In one dimension, they have the
general form
qt + f (q, x)x = Ψ(q, x).
(1.1)
Here, q(x, t) ∈ Rm is a vector that represents the conserved quantities within a domain. The
map f : Rm × R → Rm is called the flux function and describes the flow of q. Note that f
might depend on q in a nonlinear fashion. The right hand side is called the source term. If
Ψ ≡ 0, then Equation 1.1 is called a conservation law, otherwise it is called a balance law.

1.2.2 Advection Equation
The simplest form of a hyperbolic problem is obtained in an one-dimensional domain D ⊂ R
and by setting f = ūq, ū = const. and Ψ ≡ 0. This yields the scalar advection equation
qt + ūqx = 0,

(1.2)

where the solution is easily checked to be q(x, t) = q0 (x − ūt), that is, the initial function q0
is simply advected with constant speed ū. In fact, the unifying property of all hyperbolic
problems is that they model waves which propagate at finite speeds.

1.2.3 Solving Hyperbolic Systems
Now consider a general, non-scalar conservation law 1.1 with Ψ ≡ 0 and differentiable f .
Then we can obtain a quasi-linear form by applying the chain rule to f (q, t)x , which yields
qt + f 0 (q, x)qx = 0
⇐⇒ qt + A(q)qx = 0,

(1.3)

where f 0 (q, x) = A ∈ Rm×m is called the flux Jacobian.
The matrix A is called hyperbolic if it is diagonizable with real eigenvalues. That is, there
exists a similarity transformation A = RΛR−1 with R = [r1 , r2 , ..., rm ], the matrix of right
eigenvectors and Λ = diag{λ1 , λ2 , ..., λm }, the diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues.
By introducing w := R−1 q, Equation 1.3 can now be rewritten as
wt + Λwx = 0
⇐⇒ wtp + λp wxp = 0 for p = 1, ..., m,

2

(1.4)

1.2 Hyperbolic problems and conservation laws
where the problem is decomposed into m scalar advection problems. Note that for each of
these equations, the respective eigenvalue corresponds to the propagation speed, also called
the wave speed, similar to Equation 1.2. This means that also for each of the m equations,
the similarity solution can be expressed as wp (x, t) = w0 (x − λp t). Since q = Rw, the true
solution can be expressed as a superposition of eigenvectors rp :
q(x, t) =

m
X

wp (x, t)rp =

p=1

m
X

w0 (x − λp )rp

(1.5)

p=1

1.2.4 The Riemann Problem
A hyperbolic PDE 1.3 together with the initial condition
(

q(x, 0) =

ql , x < 0
qr , x > 0

(1.6)

is called Riemann problem. Their solution provide some insight to the structure of the underlying PDE. As will be shown in Section 1.4.1, the solution of the Riemann problem will be
particularly handy when dealing with the discretized version of the PDE. In fact, all solvers
discussed in this thesis are Riemann solvers.
For a linear system, the solution of the Riemann problem 1.6 can be expressed as in Equation 1.5, with the sum split into left and right parts:
wlp rp +

X

q(x, t) =

X

wrp rp

(1.7)

{p:λp <x/t}

{p:λp >x/t}

One observes that as the values of x − λp cross 0 from left to right, wp jumps from wlp to wrp ,
while the other wj6=p remain unchanged. That is, for the p-th equation of the system, the
jump discontinuity lies on the straight line x/t ≡ λp . This line is called the p-characteristic
of the equation. This implies that discontinuities travel along and only along characteristic
lines. The jump qr − ql holds some further interesting property: Using the eigendecomposition of qr − ql , one obtains
qr − ql =

m
X

(wrp
p=1

−

wlp )rp

≡

m
X

αp rp = Rα

p=1
−1

⇐⇒ α = R

(1.8)
(qr − ql ),

where α is the vector that contains all the jumps wrp − wlp . This shows that jumps in q are
eigenvectors of the Jacobian A. This allows to conclude that a linear Riemann problem can
be solved in terms of the eigenspace solution of the Jacobian:
1. Compute eigenvalues λp and eigenvectors rp of A
2. Solve α = R−1 (qr − ql )
3. Compute solution:
q(x, t) = ql +

X
{p:λp <x/t}

α p r p = qr −

X

αp r p

(1.9)

{p:λp >x/t}
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Note that Equation 1.9 has an intuitive interpretation. Starting from ql , jumps are added
(which might be negative) up to the point x/t at which the function is evaluated. This holds
analogously if starting from qr . Notice that jumps are also referred to as waves and therefore
we introduce the notation W p := (wrp − wlp )rp = αp rp .

1.2.5 Nonlinearity and Linearization Approaches
We see that the solution to the system Equation 1.1 can be expressed in terms of an eigendecomposition of the matrix A. If f is a linear function of q, it can be done in a rather
straightforward way as explained in the last section. However, this cannot be assumed in
general, and in particular the Shallow Water Equations 1.16, 1.14 constitute a nonlinear hyperbolic system. In this case, the eigenvalues and thus the wave speeds are not constant
anymore and therefore characteristics might impinge or diverge. This also means that an
initially smooth function q(x, t) can evolve to a discontinuous solution such that the form
1.1 does not hold anymore. The behavior of a nonlinear system can be explained in terms of
its characteristics.
First, consider a linear scalar advection problem as in Equation 1.2. Since q(x, t) is conserved, its time derivative must vanish. This leads to the following equation:
d
∂q dX
∂q
q(X(t), t) =
+
=
˙ 0
dt
∂X dt
∂t
dX
⇐⇒
= λ =⇒ X(t) = X0 + λt
dt

(1.10)
(1.11)

As expected, the characteristic line X(t) is a straight line in the (X(t), t) plane, starting at
some position X0 (see Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: The characteristic line X(t) starts at some position X0 and propagares with speed
λ in the (X(t), t) plane. Source: [3]
Now consider the more general case where f may be nonlinear. Then,
dX
d
q(X(t), t) =
˙ 0 =⇒
= f 0 (q(X(t), t))
dt
dt

(1.12)

and an ODE has to be solved. However, because Equation 1.10 still holds and q has to
remain constant in its characteristics, we get that X 0 (t) is also constant and so X(t) must be
a straight line in the (X(t), t) plane. Furthermore, since Ẋ(t)qx = f 0 (q)qx , this means that
the characteristic slopes are eigenvalues of the flux Jacobian.

4

1.2 Hyperbolic problems and conservation laws
1.2.5.1 Shocks and Rarefactions
The notable property with nonlinear problems is that characteristics now can cross or diverge, leading to shock or rarefaction waves. This did not happen in the linear case, since all
characteristics were parallel.
Shock Waves
Consider shock waves for now. An analysis at infinitesimal scale yields the following condition at the jump from ql to qr :
f (qr ) − f (ql ) = s(qr − ql ),

(1.13)

where s is called the shock speed. This is known as the Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition. It
must be fulfilled by all jumps across shocks. The parameter s is called the shock speed and
determines the slope of the line on which the shock resides.

Figure 1.2: Shock: We need to determine the state in the area where the characteristics impinge. Source: [3]

Rarefaction Waves
For rarefaction waves, we have to determine a third state q ∗ that resides in the rarefaction
between λ(ql ) and λ(qr ). Note that computing q ∗ requires solving a nonlinear ODE and
introduces some further non-trivial difficulties, which is beyond the scope of this thesis. A
solution is discussed in [4, 3].

Figure 1.3: Rarefaction: We need to determine the state in the gap between the characteristics. Source: [3]

5

1 Hyperbolic Problems and the Shallow Water Equations
Connecting States
Denote by q ∗ the intermediate state between ql and qr where shocks or rarefactions can
reside. For the jump q ∗ − ql = α1 r1 both states are connected by either a 1-shock or 1rarefaction (corresponding to λ1 ), for the second jump qr − q ∗ = α2 r2 the respective states
are connected by 2-shocks or 2-rarefactions (corresponding to λ2 ). Since q ∗ must obey to the
conditions for shocks and/or rarefactions, a nonlinear system of equations has to be solved.
Root-finders like Newton’s method can be employed for this task, but in general it is more
efficient to use approximate Riemann solvers, which will be explained in the following section.
1.2.5.2 Linearization and the Roe Solver
Instead of solving a nonlinear system as in the previous section, the approach by Roe [4,
pp.317] attempts to replace the original flux Jacobian A by some constant matrix Â(qi−1 , qi )
which contains special averaged values. In order to obtain a reasonable approximation, the
following three requirements must be fulfilled by Â:
• Â must be diagonizable with real eigenvalues, that is, Â must remain hyperbolic. This
is an obvious requirement for maintaining the original properties of the problem.
• Â must be consistent with the original Jacobian. In particular, for qi−1 , qi → q, Â must
converge to the original matrix. This ensures that the approximation converges in the
limit case.
• Â must satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition f (qr ) − f (ql ) = Â(qr − ql ). This
ensures conservation across jumps.
Once the matrix Â has been constructed, the problem reduces to a linear hyperbolic system,
and can be solved as explained in Section 1.2.3.

1.3 The Shallow Water Equations
The Shallow Water Equations can be derived in various ways and the reader is referred
to [4, 5] for further details. This section is meant to provide a brief overview of the most
important properties of these equations. The most important assumptions made for the
derivation of the Shallow Water Equations are:
• The fluid is assumed to be incompressible, i.e. ρ ≡ const.
• The vertical velocity of the fluid w(~x, t) ≈ 0 is assumed to be negligible.
• The horizontal velocities of the fluid u(~x, t), v(~x, t) are roughly constant throughout
any cross section of the domain D.
The Shallow Water Equations with bathymetry term in two dimensions read:
















0
h
hu
hv
∂ 
∂ 
∂ 


  −gh ∂B 
huv
 hu  +
 hu2 + 21 gh2  +

=
∂x 
∂t
∂x
∂x
∂B
1
2
2
−gh ∂y
huv
hv
hv + 2 gh

6

(1.14)

1.4 Finite Volume Methods and Numerical Approach
where ∂B/∂x, ∂B/∂y are the spacial derivatives of the bathymetry in x and y directions,
respectively, 12 gh2 is the hydrostatic pressure, h is the water column height, and hu, hv are
the horizontal discharges or momenta.
While the first equation represents the conservation of mass, the second and third equation reflect momentum conservation in x and y direction, respectively. Note that for the
Shallow Water Equations it is assumed that the fluid is incompressible and therefore the
density ρ is constant. Consequently, ρ can be removed from the system of equations and
“mass” is represented by the water column height h. Equation 1.14 can also be written as
∂
∂
∂
q+
f (q) +
g(q) = Ψ(q, x, y)
∂t
∂x
∂y

(1.15)

which is similar to Equation 1.1 with an additional flux function g for the second dimension.

1.3.1 Solution of the one-dimensional Shallow Water Equations
For the remainder of this chapter, we will consider the one-dimensional form of the Shallow Water Equations for simplicity. Where deemed necessary, peculiarities of the twodimensional case will be explained. In particular, Section 1.4.4.2 is devoted to transverse Riemann solvers, which are only required in the two-dimensional case. The one-dimensional
Shallow Water Equations read as follows:
∂
∂t

ñ

h
hu

ô

∂
+
∂x

ñ

hu
hu2 + 12 gh2

ô

ñ

=

0
−gh ∂B
∂x

ô

,

(1.16)

where q = [h, hu]T . The flux Jacobian reads
ñ

0

f (h, u) =

0
1
−u2 + gh 2u

ô

(1.17)

and has eigenvalues and eigenvectors
λ1/2 = u ∓
r

1/2

p

ñ

=

u∓

gh

1√

ô

gh

.

(1.18)

Similar to Equation 1.4, the lambdas are called the wave propagation speeds. Note that now
the eigenvectors and eigenvalues depend nonlinearly on h, which leads to shocks and rarefactions. While an exact solution to the Shallow Water Equations can be found in terms of
the approach outlined in Section 1.2.5, this is usually too expensive. Instead, in Section 1.4.2
a Roe solution will be presented. For a thorough explanation on the exact solution to the
Shallow Water Equations the reader is referred to [4].

1.4 Finite Volume Methods and Numerical Approach
Finite volume methods allow conservation laws to be discretized in a way that preserves
the conservation property. Consider Equation 1.1 in one dimension with Ψ ≡ 0. In order
to develop a numerical scheme that solves this equation approximately, the domain D is
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discretized into cells of uniform size. This is the simplest approach, see [4] for other approaches. Here, each cell Ci = (xi−1/2 , xi+1/2 ) has length ∆x. The value Qni of one cell at
time step n is approximated by taking the average value of the cell integral:
Qni ≈

1
∆x

Z
Ci

q(x, tn ) dx

(1.19)

Note that this will allow us to reconstruct the quantity as a piecewise constant function
within the domain. This is an essential property of this discretization and will be of importance in Section 1.4.1. So-called high-resolution methods exist, which take function of higher
degree for the approximation. The integral form of Equation 1.1 for one cell Ci reads
Z
Ci

Ä
ä
∂q(x, t)
dx + f (q(xi+1/2 , t)) − f (q(xi−1/2 , t)) = 0
∂t

(1.20)

After some rearrangements and by using Equation 1.19 together with the approximation for
the flux integral,
Z tn+1
1
n
f (q(xi±1/2 , t)) dt,
(1.21)
Fi±1/2
≈
∆t tn
the conservative finite volume scheme for hyperbolic equations is obtained:
= Qni −
Qn+1
i

ä
∆t Ä n
n
Fi+1/2 − Fi−1/2
∆x

(1.22)

Equation (1.22) provides an explicit formula to compute the next time step for a discretized
n
conservation law, where the fluxes Fi±1/2
need to be solved. By defining numerical flux
functions
n
Fi−1/2
= F(Qni−1 , Qni )
n
Fi+1/2
= F(Qni , Qni+1 )

(1.23)

we see that each function depends on only two neighboring values. Considering that for
hyperbolic problems information is propagated at finite speeds, this is a reasonable assumption.

1.4.1 Godunov Scheme and the Wave-Propagation Algorithm
Consider the finite volume scheme developed in the previous section, where the quantity
in the domain was approximated by a piecewise constant function. Godunov’s idea is to
consider the jump between two neighboring cells as a small-scale Riemann problem. The
solution allows to compute a proper flux function and eventually update the cell quantities.
A generalized version of this approach is described in [4] and referred to as the Reconstruct,
Evolve, Average (REA) algorithm:
1. Reconstruct a piecewise polynomial q̃ n (x, tn ) from the cell averages in Qni .
2. Evolve the function from tn to tn+1 .
3. Average to obtain Qn+1
. Restart for the next time step.
i
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The visual interpretation is as follows (see Figure 1.4): A quantity enters cell Ci from the
left with some speed u. After one time step, the additional area occupied in the cell is
u∆t(Qni−1 − Qni ). The cell increase is then
∆xQn+1
= ∆xQi − u∆t(Qni − Qni−1 ).
i

(1.24)

Let
u− = min(u, 0)

u+ = max(u, 0)
Wi−1/2 = Qni − Qni−1

Wi+1/2 = Qni+1 − Qni

where the u± denote the right or left going speeds and the Wi∓1/2 denote the left coming or
right coming waves, respectively. This yields the most simple version of Godunov’s scheme,
also called the upwind scheme:
Qn+1
= Qni −
i

ä
∆t Ä +
u Wi−1/2 + u− Wi+1/2
∆x

(1.25)

This formulation can be naturally extended to the system case. For m equations, there are

Figure 1.4: Visualization of the upwind scheme with a right-going wave. Source: [3]
p
m speeds λp , p = 1, ..., m and since Wi−1/2
= Qpi − Qpi−1 = αp rp is an eigenvector, the update
scheme can be written as
m
m
X
∆t X
p
p
(λp )+ Wi−1/2
+
(λp )− Wi+1/2
,
−
∆x p=1
p=1

!

Qn+1
i

=

Qni

|

{z

A+ ∆Qi−1/2

}

|

{z

A− ∆Qi+1/2

(1.26)

}

where A+ ∆Qi−1/2 and A− ∆Qi+1/2 are called fluctuations. More compact:
Qn+1
= Qni −
i

ä
∆t Ä +
A ∆Qi−1/2 + A− ∆Qi+1/2
∆x

(1.27)

The A± determine the direction of the fluctuations and Qi±1/2 their origin. Therefore Equation 1.27 describes the fluctuations in positive direction that are entering the cell from the left as
well as fluctuations in negative direction that are entering the cell from the right. Adding these
fluctuations to the current cell value determines the cell quantity for the next time step.
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Note that form 1.27 can be used for linear as well as for nonlinear problems. In the latter
case, the fluctuations read
A+ ∆Qi−1/2 = f (Qi ) − f (Q̂i−1/2 )
A− ∆Qi−1/2 = f (Q̂i−1/2 ) − f (Qi−1 ),

(1.28)

where Q̂i−1/2 is the intermediate state for a shock or rarefaction. Note that in the linear case
this form resembles Equation 1.26. In principle, the Godunov scheme is now fully described.
Additional higher-order correction terms may be added to improve the solution’s accuracy
[4]. However, solving the Riemann problem exactly involves the solution of nonlinear equations which is expensive in general. As already mentioned in Section 1.2.5.2, this problem is
tackled by using approximate Riemann solvers.

1.4.2 Roe Solver for the Shallow Water Equations
In Section 1.2.5.2, the Roe solver was introduced as an approach for linearizing the flux
Jacobian. We will introduce the Roe solver for the one-dimensional shallow water equations
in this section and show how it is incorporated into the finite volume scheme 1.27.
Consider a Riemann problem between two cells Ci−1 and Ci . Then the Roe averages read1
hi−1 + hi
,
p 2
√
hi−1 ui−1 + hi ui
p
√
û =
hi−1 + hi

ĥ =

(1.29)

and therefore the linearized Jacobian is
ñ

Â =

0
1
g ĥ − û2 2û

ô

,

with eigenvalues and eigenvectors
λ̂1,2 = û ∓ ĉ
r̂1,2 = [1, û ∓ ĉ]T
where ĉ =

»

g ĥ. For computing the waves we need to compute α = R−1 (qi−1 − qi ), where
−1

R

1
=
2ĉ

ñ

û + ĉ −1
ĉ − û 1

ô

.

With ∆h = hi − hi−1 and ∆(hu) = (hu)i − (hu)i−1 , we obtain
α1 = ((û + ĉ) · ∆h − ∆(hu))/(2ĉ)
α2 = ((ĉ − û) · ∆h + ∆(hu))/(2ĉ)
p
We can now compute the fluctuations (with Wi−1/2
= αp rp ):

A± ∆Qi−1/2 =

m=2
X

p
(λ̂p )± Wi−1/2

p=1
1

See [4] for a derivation of these values.
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and insert these into Equation 1.27. This is the solution to the linearized Shallow Water
Equations.2

1.4.3 Source Terms
Equation 1.1 involves a source term Ψ that until now was always assumed to be zero. This
is a valid assumption in absence of any bathymetry, Coriolis forces, friction terms and other
source terms. However, source terms are indispensable in real problems and therefore it is
important to handle them carefully.
1.4.3.1 Fractional Stepping Method
Fractional stepping is the standard approach in solving conservation laws with source terms
[6, p.323] and mainly includes two steps. In the first step, a homogeneous problem with
Ψ ≡ 0 is solved as discussed previously and for the i-th cell an intermediate solution Q∗i
is obtained. In the second step the equation Qn+1
= ∆tΨ(Q∗i , xi ) for the discretized source
i
term is solved by integration, which yields the solution to the (n + 1)-st time step.
1.4.3.2 Well-Balancing and f-waves
One problem with the fractional stepping approach is that in general it does not conserve
nontrivial steady states, for example in tsunami scenarios. Here, wave heights of less than
a meter might need to be balanced out against ocean depths of several thousands of meters,
and with the fractional stepping approach even small disturbances might lead to spurious
waves in the solution, as terms of either side might not cancel out properly. However, a
well-balanced scheme should capture these special states and handle them accordingly.
As a remedy for the aforementioned well-balancing issue a flux-based wave decomposition
is introduced in [7], also known as the f-wave approach. Here, instead of the quantities Qi ,
the fluxes fi are split into propagating f-waves. They are defined as follows:
fi (Qi ) − fi−1 (Qi−1 ) − ∆Ψi−1/2 =

m
X

p
Zi−1/2

(1.30)

p=1

Notice that this splitting is well-balanced: For the Shallow Water Equations, if the initial data
is in equilibrium state with zero velocities and a flat surface (i.e. η = h + B = const.), then
the flux difference is the zero vector, leading to zero-strength f-waves and no change to the
solution. This leads to a well-balanced update scheme, since the fluctuations are guaranteed
to be zero in steady state. Now the fluctuations can be defined as (compare Equation 1.28)
A± ∆Qi−1/2 =

m
X

p
sgn(λpi−1/2 )Zi−1/2

(1.31)

p=1

2

Note that the Roe solution comprises shock waves only and might violate so-called entropy conditions when
rarefaction waves exist in the true solution. Sonic entropy fixes are a remedy for this problem, which are
not discussed here. Additionally, Einfeldt speeds and further approaches may improve the Roe solution. A
discussion this matter and also on problems of the Roe solver in conserving positivity can be found in [4,
pp.323-329] and [3].
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and can be directly incorporated into the finite volume update scheme 1.26. This is advanp
tageous when using speeds close to zero — if we first were to compute waves W p = Zλp ,
we would have to deal with values close to zero in the denominator. As Equation 1.30
reveals, another advantage is that source terms can be incorporated directly into the fluctuation terms. In fact, the bathymetry in G EO C LAW is handled directly by the Riemann f-wave
solvers.

1.4.4 Numerical Riemann Solvers
The results of the previous sections provide a mathematical foundation for discretizing the
Shallow Water Equations such that they may be implemented on a computer. As the remainder of this work will deal with the actual implementation of Riemann solvers written
in F ORTRAN, it is important to have a look at the algorithm.
Therefore, in this section the algorithms for the two-dimensional normal and transverse
Riemann solvers will be introduced. Note that these are directly derived from the original
G EO C LAW solvers from [2]. We will refer to these algorithms when analyzing the original
Riemann solvers and therefore it is important to maintain their original structure. An actual
implementation of a simple one-dimensional Roe solver in G EO C LAW is presented in Section 1.5.
Note that this thesis focuses on the Roe solver only, which is the simplest approximation for
solving the Shallow Water Equations.3 G EO C LAW defines more sophisticated solvers (such
as the augmented Riemann solver [8].
1.4.4.1 Normal Riemann Solver
The Roe solver introduced in Section 1.2.5.2 solves a one-dimensional Riemann problem in
normal direction. Algorithm 1.1 outlines the structure of the solver implemented in G EO C LAW, which solves a one-dimensional slice of a two-dimensional problem. Only the structure of the algorithm is outlined as it will help to understand the analysis and optimization
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, respectively. In particular, the reader is referred to [4, 3, 8] for
more details on the Riemann solver implementation.4 The procedure name rpn2 stands for
Riemann Problem (Normal) in 2D.
The algorithm basically takes a one-dimensional slice of a two-dimensional domain, that
is a row or a column. It iterates over the slice and solves the Riemann problem between
two neighboring cells Qi−1 , Qi . The only output of the algorithm are the fluctuations A± ∆Q
as defined in Section 1.4.1. The Riemann solver itself does not write into the quantities
Qi−1 , Qi directly. In fact the quantities used by the algorithm are the solution of the last time
step. The actual updates of the quantities for the next time step are applied at some later
point of the algorithm, as fluctuations still need to be corrected by limiters and transverse
Riemann solvers. Transverse solvers are explained in the following.

3

Actually the respective solver in G EO C LAW is an extension of the Roe solver due to the so-called Einfeldt
speeds, called HLLE solver.
4
The F ORTRAN code can be found at https://github.com/clawpack/riemann/blob/master/src/
rpn2_geoclaw.f
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Algorithm 1.1. Normal Riemann Solver
procedure RPN 2(ql , qr )
2:
for i ∈ D do
3:
if ql and qr are dry then
4:
skip iteration
1:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

. Loop over 1D slice
. Skip if completely dry problem

hl , (hu)l , (hv)l ← qi−1
hr , (hu)r , (hv)r ← qi
if h ≤ drytol then
u, v, φ ← 0
else
u ← (hu)/h
v ← (hv)/h
φ ← 21 gh2 + (hu)2 /h

. Create local copies
. (original arrays must not be changed)
. Done separately for hl and hr
. Dry cells have zero speeds and momentum flux φ
. Compute speeds and momentum flux

if h < drytol then
call riemann_type()
...
û, ĉ, h̄ ← Roe Averages
s1e , s2e ← Einfeldt Speeds
call riemann_fwave()

. Done separately for hl and hr
. Wall/inundation case — See [8]
. As in Section 1.4.2
. Compute speeds λi−1/2 and f-waves Zi−1/2

if spherical domain then
for i ∈ D do
Handle capacity functions for spherical domain
for i ∈ D do
P
A± ∆Qi−1/2 = sgn(λi−1/2 )Zi−1/2

. Involves cosines!
. OUTPUT: Compute fluctuations
. Compare Equation 1.31
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1.4.4.2 Transverse Riemann Solver
When solving hyperbolic problems in two dimensions, it has to be considered that waves
usually do not only travel in normal direction, but they are also propagated diagonally,
see Figure 1.5. In a good update scheme, this has to be taken account. There are two approaches implemented in C LAWPACK for two-dimensional equations of the form (compare
Equation 1.1)
qt + f (q)x + g(q)y = Ψ(q, x, y),
(1.32)
namely the dimensional splitting approach and the un-split method. Throughout this work, we
use the latter approach which requires transverse Riemann problems to be solved. Therefore
we will shortly outline how transverse solvers work.
When using the un-split method for solving hyperbolic equations, we first solve the twodimensional problem by subdividing each direction into one-dimensional slices, where normal Riemann solves are performed. However, to take into account flows of the second
dimension that have a contribution to the 1D solution, corrections need to be applied which
are computed by transverse solves [4, p.473]. The method is based on the so-called cornertransport upwind (CTU) method to model waves traveling in diagonal directions.5
In a nutshell, for computing the right fluxes in the CTU method, correction to the fluxes
are required, which are computed by the transverse Riemann solver.

Figure 1.5: In two dimensions, we must not only consider waves going in normal directions
but also transverse waves, in order to compute accurate cell updates. Source: [3]
The fluctuations A− ∆Q and A+ ∆Q computed by the normal Riemann solver are passed
separately to the transverse solver. The transverse solver then computes up-going and
down-going fluctuations, respectively, and produces transverse fluctuations B ± A∗ ∆Q. Note
that since each normal fluctuation has to be passed separately for computing transverse
waves, two transverse solves are required after each normal solve. This implies a 2:1 ratio
in terms of calls in an implementation, which will be important to remember in the performance analysis of Chapter 3.
By computing up- and down-going transverse waves for each normal fluctuation, we
obtain four transverse waves, which are used to update the flux corrections F̃ and G̃. The
update scheme in two dimensions with transverse waves (included in the correction fluxes)
then reads (compare Equation 1.27):

5

Mathematically speaking, the method allows to model the cross-derivative terms in the two-dimensional
Taylor expansion of the true solution.
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ä
∆t Ä +
A ∆Qi−1/2,j + A− ∆Qi+1/2,j
∆x
ä
∆t Ä +
B ∆Qi,j−1/2 + B − ∆Qi,j+1/2
−
∆y
ä
∆t Ä
F̃i+1/2,j − F̃i−1/2,j
−
∆x
ä
∆t Ä
−
G̃i,j+1/2 − G̃i,j−1/2
∆y

Qn+1
i,j = Qi,j −

(1.33)

The theory of transverse Riemann solvers and their derivation is explained in [4, 3] and the
reader is referred to these sources for a more detailed explanation. In particular, we will not
go into computation details in Algorithm 1.2.
We will outline the transverse Riemann solver in the following algorithm, where the procedure name rpt2 stands for Riemann Problem (Transverse) in 2D.
Algorithm 1.2. Transverse Riemann Solver
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

procedure RPT 2(ql , qr , i∓ )
for i ∈ D do
hl , (hu)l , (hv)l ← qi−1
hr , (hu)r , (hv)r ← qi
if h ≤ drytol then
h, u, v, φ ← 0
else
u ← (hu)/h
v ← (hv)/h
if hl and hr are dry then
skip iteration
if i∓ = 1 then
η ← ηl
else
η ← ηr

. Called for i∓ = 1, 2 (see below)
. Loop over 1D slice
. Create local copies
. (original arrays must not be changed)
. Done separately for hl and hr
. Dry cells have zero speedsφ
. Compute speeds

. Skip if completely dry problem

. Compute elevation of cell that transverse waves are going in
. For left-going fluctuation → left elevation
. For right-going fluctuation → right elevation

if η is dry then
skip iteration
if spherical domain then
Handle capacity functions for spherical domain

. Target cell is dry

. Involves cosines!

Compute û, v̂, ĥ, h̄, λ
. Roe averages and Einfeldt speeds
Compute β1,2,3
. Compute betas (depend on fluctuations from rpn2)
Compute r1,2,3
. ...and eigenvectors
P ±
±
∗
B A ∆Qi−1/2 ← λ βr . OUTPUT: Sum up fluctuations for correction fluxes
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1.5 C LAWPACK and G EO C LAW
1.5.1 Synopsis and Applications
G EO C LAW6 is a software package that has been designed to solve geophysical flow problems that can be modeled with two-dimensional depth-averages equations such as the Shallow Water Equations. It can be extended by additional solvers for “modeling landslides, debris
flow, or lahars” and other shallow flow phenomena [9, 1]. The G EO C LAW software is based
on the more general C LAWPACK (Conservation Law Package) and is written in F ORTRAN. A
P YTHON frontend is available for configuration purposes. “G EO C LAW uses high-resolution finite volume methods together with adaptive mesh refinement [AMR] to tackle geophysical flows” [1].

1.5.2 Implementing Riemann solvers
Code 1.1 shows the implementation of a simple, one-dimensional Shallow Water Equations
Roe solver in G EO C LAW. The subroutine rp1 is called by the framework to solve a onedimensional slice of Riemann problems. Note that the code is a direct mapping of the algorithm in Section 1.4.2 and as such, no further explanation is required. One peculiarity of
G EO C LAW worthwhile mentioning is the array indexing. While two arrays ql, qr exist,
the actual cells on the left and right side of Riemann problem are qr(m,i-1) and ql(m,i),
respectively, where m is the equation number (see Figure 1.6). In two dimensions, the normal

Figure 1.6: Indexing scheme in G EO C LAW. L and R refer to the cell side within a cell while
the array index i refers to the actual cell. Source: [4]
Riemann solver subroutine named rpn2, the respective transverse version is rpt2. These are
the solvers that will be analyzed and optimized throughout this thesis.
For more information on how to implement new functionality into G EO C LAW, create scenarios, and change options the reader is referred to the official documentation available at
www.clawpack.org/contents.html#geoclaw-for-geophysical-flows.

6

https://github.com/clawpack
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1 subroutine rp1(maxmx,meqn,mwaves,maux,mbc,mx,ql,qr, &
2
auxl,auxr,wave,s,amdq,apdq)
3
real(kind=8)
ql(meqn,
1-mbc:maxmx+mbc)
4
real(kind=8)
qr(meqn,
1-mbc:maxmx+mbc)
5
real(kind=8)
s(mwaves,
1-mbc:maxmx+mbc)
6
real(kind=8) wave(meqn,
mwaves, 1-mbc:maxmx+mbc)
7
real(kind=8) amdq(meqn,
1-mbc:maxmx+mbc)
8
real(kind=8) apdq(meqn,
1-mbc:maxmx+mbc)
9
integer i
10
common /cparam/ grav
11
12
! Main loop of the Riemann solver
13
do i=2-mbc,mx+mbc ! mbc = Number of boundary cells
14
! compute Roe-averaged quantities:
15
ubar = (qr(2,i-1)/sqrt(qr(1,i-1)) + ql(2,i)/sqrt(ql(1,i)))/ &
16
(sqrt(qr(1,i-1)) + sqrt(ql(1,i)) )
17
cbar = sqrt(0.5d0*grav*(qr(1,i-1) + ql(1,i)))
18
! Compute deltas
19
delta(1) = ql(1,i) - qr(1,i-1)
20
delta(2) = ql(2,i) - qr(2,i-1)
21
! Compute coeffs in the evector expansion of delta(1),delta(2)
22
a1 = 0.5d0*(-delta(2) + (ubar + cbar) * delta(1))/cbar
23
a2 = 0.5d0*( delta(2) - (ubar - cbar) * delta(1))/cbar
24
! Finally, compute the waves/speeds (eigenvectors/eigenvalues)
25
wave(1,1,i) = a1
26
wave(2,1,i) = a1*(ubar - cbar)
27
s(1,i) = ubar - cbar
28
wave(1,2,i) = a2
29
wave(2,2,i) = a2*(ubar + cbar)
30
s(2,i) = ubar + cbar
31
end do
32
! Compute fluctuation terms
33
do m=1,2
34
do i=2-mbc, mx+mbc
35
amdq(m,i) = 0.d0
36
apdq(m,i) = 0.d0
37
do mw=1,mwaves
38
if (s(mw,i) < 0.d0) then
39
amdq(m,i) = amdq(m,i) + s(mw,i)*wave(m,mw,i)
40
else
41
apdq(m,i) = apdq(m,i) + s(mw,i)*wave(m,mw,i)
42
endif
43
end do
44
end do
45
end do
46 end subroutine

Code 1.1: Roe solver in G EO C LAW for the one-dimensional Shallow Water Equations.
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2 Performance Analysis and Tuning on
Modern Computer Architectures
Performance optimization of scientific applications is becoming an increasingly demanding
task due to the growing complexity of modern computer circuitry. Moore’s law is approaching physical boundaries on the frequency and die shrink level and in order to overcome
these barriers, the number of cores on the one hand and chip-level parallelism on the other
hand is steadily increasing.1 However, while parallelism suggests unlimited gain of performance at first sight, Amdahl’s law quickly reveals the limits entailed by this approach.
Parallel programming also comprises new challenges to computer engineers and programmers as previously straightforward code may become extremely complex. Therefore,
intense research is being conducted in this field. But even with the increasing focus on parallel programming paradigms, not all levels of parallelism are being equally exploited. It is
evident that many engineers and scientist working on performance critical codes focus on
shared memory and distributed memory parallelism, with their most prominent representatives
being OpenMP and MPI, respectively.
However, parallelism on the core level, mainly categorized as Instruction Level Parallelism,
ILP and Data Level Parallelism, DLP, is still an opaque field to many programmers. Exploiting
core-level parallelism is a task still mostly left to optimizing compilers, which can perform
very well in some cases, but may completely fail in others.
At first sight, it does not seem too surprising that core-level parallelism is not as prominent
as their higher level counterparts. First, exploiting core-level parallelism requires a considerable amount of knowledge about the underlying hardware, even on a basic level. Also,
core-level optimizations depend on the underlying microprocessor technology to some extent and as such, they might look daunting to programmers. This is in contrast with higher
level parallelism techniques, where decent results can already be obtained even without
thoroughly knowing the underlying computer architecture. For example, OpenMP directives require relatively little knowledge about the hardware, as far as one only considers
simple cases.
Second, benchmarking on the core-level is much more subtle in the sense that it is much
harder to determine which architectural features are being fully exploited. For example, due
to prefetching mechanisms or speculative computing implemented in modern hardware, it
is almost impossible to predict the content of caches or the processor’s execution path. To
some extent, optimizing on the core level requires programmers to deal with the CPU as a
black box. There are, however, some techniques which allow to analyze programs on the
core-level. This is known as microbenchmarking.
At the same time, hardware parallelism is steadily increasing and therefore not utilizing
1

https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/explicit-vector-programming-infortran
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its features comes with a high relative loss in performance as the gap between the machine’s
theoretical peak performance and the application performance widens. Considering that
in general every core benefits from improvements in single-core performance, this type of
optimization scales to an arbitrary number of cores and is not bounded by Amdahl’s law
beyond the core level. The gain of core-level optimization should spur programmers to
invest in this type of performance tuning.

2.1 The Need for Performance Analyses
Before optimizing a program, it is inevitable to assess its performance. Not only does a performance analysis reveal the bottlenecks of an application or kernel, but it can also help to
identify which optimization techniques will lead to a performance increase.
“We should forget about small efficiencies, say about 97% of the time: premature optimization is
the root of all evil.”
— Donald E. Knuth
Similar to this quote, the Pareto principle suggests that 80 percent of the run time is spent
in 20 percent of a program’s code2 , meaning that it is vital to determine and focus on this
particular fraction for optimization.
One should also be aware that not all optimizations will lead to improved performance.
For example, if an algorithm with complexity O(n3 ) already achieves nearly cubic performance with respect to the input size, any code optimization will fail to give major boosts, as
performance is limited by the algorithmic complexity. However, if the complexity constant
can be reduced by optimizations, it might still be worthwhile to consider a deeper analysis.
In order to be able to correctly spot bottlenecks and treat them accordingly, a comprehensive performance analysis is indispensable. Therefore, the following sections will provide
an overview of how to perform a structured performance analysis.
Note on Floating Point-related Abbreviations
In order to avoid confusion when dealing with floating point-related terms, the following
abbreviations will be introduced:
• The plain number of floating point operations will be referred to as flops (in lowercase
letters).
• The throughput, that is floating point operations per second, will be referred to as FLOPS
(in capital letters). For large values, the usual prefixes are used, for example GFLOPS
for giga FLOPS.
• Where required, “SFLOPS”/“SP FLOPS” or DFLOPS/DP FLOPS will be used to distinguish between single and double precision FLOPS, respectively.

2

While these values may differ, it should be clear that there is a computationally intensive part which will be
responsible for the bulk work of a simulation code.
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2.2 The Roofline Model
The Roofline Model allows to visually model, predict and analyze the performance of a computing kernel, given its computational intensity as well as the machine’s bandwidth and maximum attainable performance [10]. The Roofline Model is helpful in determining whether a
given kernel is compute- or memory-bound, that is whether its performance is limited due
to the processor’s speed or saturated memory bandwidth. Ultimately, it allows to determine an optimization space, that is, the types of optimization that may lead to a performance
improvement.
In the following, we will introduce the Roofline Model and explain how to interpret its
graphical output. Also, we will elaborate on assumptions and limitations of the model and
where special care has to be taken in order to avoid wrong estimates. Extensive work has
been dedicated to the Roofline Model and the reader is referred to [10, 11, 12] for more detailed explanations.
It should be noted that in this work any type of multithreading or higher-level parallelism
beyond the core level is completely ignored and the scope of the Roofline model analysis is
confined to the single-core and single-thread case only.

2.2.1 A Basic Model
We will first study a very simple and naive Roofline model in this section and learn how to
construct and interpret the resulting graph. While being an easy model to study, the basic
Roofline model has a series of flaws that will be addressed subsequently.
Before starting, some terms used in Roofline model analysis are introduced for clarification.
Work
From a computational point of view, work refers to floating point operations or flops. When referring to memory, work refers to the bytes transferred between the main memory and CPU.3
Note that other metrics are possible as well [10].
Computational Intensity
The arithmetic or computational intensity describes how much work is performed on a certain
amount of data, that is the flops/byte ratio. Since transferring data from main memory to the
CPU is subject to the von Neumann bottleneck, one should aim at maximizing the computational intensity. Note that computational intensity depends on the word size (e.g. double or
float flops) and a change of data type might lead to a transposition of the affected Roofline
ceiling (e.g. make a compute-bound kernel become memory-bound).
Performance and throughput
Performance refers to the computational work per time unit, that is flops/second or simply FLOPS.
Memory performance, that is bytes per second, is instead referred to as throughput.
3

Note that in general only compulsory transfers are measured, see Section 2.2.2.3.
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2.2.1.1 Construction
The basic Roofline model only has two inputs, namely the machine’s peak performance
Ppeak on the one hand and the peak bandwidth performance I · bpeak on the other hand.
While the peak performance is a constant determined by the CPU properties, the bandwidth
performance is a function of the computational intensity.
The attainable performance is:
P = min(Ppeak , I · bpeak )

(2.1)

The resulting plot in Figure 2.1 has the typical Roofline shape.

Figure 2.1: The basic Roofline model plotted on a log-log scale. Source: [10]
The peak performance and peak bandwidth is obtained from the machine documentation.
Ppeak = f · ν,

(2.2)

where f is the core frequency in GHz and ν is the maximum number of flops that can be
performed per cycle. Accordingly, the peak bandwidth or DRAM pin bandwidth, is
bpeak = nm · nc · wc · fm

(2.3)

where nm is the number of memory controllers, nc is the number of channels per controller,
wc is the channel width in bytes and fm is the memory channel frequency in GHz.
Note that the formulas for Ppeak , bpeak can be extended for multiple cores [10].
2.2.1.2 Interpretation
Figure 2.1 shows the plot for the basic Roofline model. It should be clear that the application’s performance lies within the envelope surrounded by the Roofline ceilings. Since we
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want to maximize performance, we should aim at moving the performance ceilings up as
much as possible.
Evidently, there is a minimum computational intensity required to reach peak performance, which is determined by the position of the ridge point, where the peak bandwidth
line crosses the performance ceiling. Once that point has been reached, it is still worthwhile
to increase computational intensity even further. Although this does not improve performance immediately then, increasing the intensity relieves bandwidth pressure and allows
to obtain performance “for free” when the computational performance is increased. However, it should be noticed that increasing the computational intensity can be a demanding
task and is limited by several factors (see Section 2.2.2.3); in particular, the algorithm itself
is a limiting factor.

2.2.2 Issues with the Basic Model
Note that the Roofline model as just introduced makes some crucial assumptions which are
far from realistic. In particular, the naive model assumes that the machine always reaches
peak performance Ppeak and peak bandwidth bpeak . However, reaching peak values is almost impossible in reality and therefore leads to over-estimated performance assumptions.
This in turn might shift the ridge point to a wrong position, resulting in an erroneous
Roofline model where for example a memory-bound kernel might be mistakenly categorized as compute-bound [10, pp.56,62]. Another problem is that the naive model fails to
specify which optimizations will lead to better performance.
In order to obtain better Roofline ceilings, this section aims at finding the issues for each
metric (bandwidth, core performance, computational intensity) and constructing tighter envelopes that reflect the real performance more precisely. To that end, limiting factors are
addressed that shift down the respective ceiling.
At this point it should be noted that this list is by no means exhaustive and the reader is
referred to [10] for a more detailed discussion on the topic. Only issues that are relevant to
this work, in particular related to single-core performance, are being addressed.
In Section 2.4, approaches to mitigate the impact of those performance-impairing factors
will be outlined. These will attempt to approach the actual ceilings as close as possible.
2.2.2.1 Bandwidth Ceilings
The bandwidth ceiling as seen in the basic Roofline model assumes peak bandwidth. However, DRAM pin bandwidth is not attainable and realistic kernels in most cases do not reach
more than a fraction of peak bandwidth. Better estimates can be obtained with the S TREAM
benchmark, which will be introduced in Section 2.3.1.
Problems
In the naive model, we make a variety of over-optimistic assumptions. While it is assumed
that transfers always take the slowest data path, which is limited by the DRAM pin bandwidth, we do not consider that current hardware usually needs hundreds of cycles to transfer a cache line from memory to cache. Therefore, the limiting factor is not only DRAM pin
bandwidth but also delays due to hardware complexity and physical constraints. This delay
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is ignored in the basic Roofline model. It is also assumed that a word (8 byte on x64) can
be transferred per memory access, which is not necessarily true when data is misaligned. In
this case, the pressure on the memory bus may be doubled due to two words being accessed.
Furthermore, cache data is assumed to be instantaneously available, therefore ignoring
the finite transfer rates of caches on the one hand and also the cache hierarchy of modern
systems (usually level 1 to 3) on the other hand, which cause further delays [13].
Finally, delays due to cache coherency are ignored. On Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP)
architectures latency caused by coherency can reach scales even larger than local DRAM latency and must not be ignored in the Roofline model [10, p.53]. However, this latency factor
will not influence the benchmarks in this work as we are dealing with single-core runs only.
See [10, pp.52-57] on SMP and NUMA considerations for the Roofline model.
All of the aforementioned delays may be hidden by pipelining, prefetching mechanisms,
speculative hardware requests and other hardware features, but this is not guaranteed to
always work to the full extent and therefore it is reasonable to consider these delays in the
Roofline model.
It is very hard to analyze the exact duration of latencies without knowing the details of
memory controllers and the underlying hardware. Even then, the complexity of modern
circuits makes predicting the exact bandwidth impossible. To overcome that issue, we will
use S TREAM, which will provide bandwidth results that are far more realistic than DRAM
pin bandwidth. Other factors limiting bandwidth, in particular on multicore systems, are
discussed in [10].

Figure 2.2: Performance-impairing factors gradually shift down the respective ceilings.
Source: [10]
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2.2.2.2 In-core Ceilings
The basic Roofline model uses the theoretical peak performance Ppeak as its computational
ceiling. As we will see, this is a unrealistic assumption. Peak performance would only be
reached under very special circumstances and the following list will provide a number of
assumptions that will not always be fulfilled. For the estimates on the computational or
in-core ceilings we only consider “Performance when data is in registers and no memory accesses
are required; not even for the L1” [10, p.57], which is already a very optimistic assumption.
However it emphasizes that even with the memory wall being omnipresent nowadays, the
CPU might still be a limiting factor in performance.
Problems
The basic Roofline model implicitly assumes that pipelines are always filled and no bubbles
are present.4 Clearly, this is an unrealistic assumption as even “trivial” floating point operations like division (FDIV) or square roots (FSQRT) need 10-24 cycles to execute [14] and
may introduce bubbles [10, p.70], [12, p.10], [15]. Out-of-order execution, which might reorder
independent instructions to keep pipelines filled, is not always possible to the full extent as
operator dependencies might exist. Note that after a stall, latencies of tens of cycles might
be required to fill the pipeline again.
The basic model further implies that no branch mispredictions exist, which also hamper performance and can emerge when complicated jump conditions exist or when working with
non-countable loops. However in many scientific kernels loops are inherently countable,
therefore mispredictions are generally not a big issue.
For reaching peak performance it is assumed that operations are balanced with respect to
the execution units, usually FADD and FMUL.5 For example, a kernel that only uses FADD
instructions is already cut in half in performance. It is required to saturate all functional
units at all times to reach peak performance, which is certainly untrue for most kernels.
It can also be worthwhile to have a look at more subtle architecture-specific limitations.
Consider the Sandy Bridge architecture, which will be the microarchitecture used throughout this thesis. As Figure 2.3 shows, the functional units can perform FMUL (port 0) and FADD
(port 1) instructions concurrently. However, while there are two (port 2 and 3) LOAD units
that can each load 128 bit, there is only one 128 bit STORE unit attached to port 4. Therefore,
Sandy Bridge can read a full 256 bit AVX register6 per cycle but only store half AVX register.
This suggests that store-abundant kernels such as streaming kernels can already be limited
by half in terms of AVX performance and if possible, the number of stores should be kept as
low as possible.

4

Bubbles arise when pipeline filling is interrupted due to missing data to feed in.
In microbenchmarking, FDIV and FSQRT are usually disregarded as flops since their implementation is
usually too complex to be regarded as a single flop. However, in flop counting these operations are usually
considered as 1 flop.
6
An AVX register is used for SIMD instructions that perform one operation on a vector of values, see Section 2.4.3.
5
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Figure 2.3: Sandy Bridge execution units (blue) and memory subsystem (green). Source: [16]
Furthermore, performance penalties due to mixed instructions are not considered. While
we are only focused on floating point operations for measuring performance, there might
exist a considerable amount of non-FP instructions which need to be processed, impairing
floating point peak performance. Therefore, peak performance is limited by the fraction of
flops/non-flops, also called the issue bandwidth [10, p.59].
To achieve peak performance, both instruction level parallelism and also data level parallelism must be exploited to the full extent, which is in general not possible but for a few
highly optimized kernels. In particular, SIMD instructions are naturally subject to Amdahl’s
law and therefore for the serial fractions of a code, peak performance cannot be reached. The
rigid nature of many SIMD implementations additionally may inhibit compilers to optimize
code that in principle would be vectorizable [10, p.60]. Compilers might go to great lengths
in vectorizing a code, but they will not always be successful. A certain amount of assistance
will therefore be required to enable compilers to auto-vectorize code. This will be handled in
more detail in Section 2.4.3.
Note that every single feature that is not exploited will gradually shift down the computational ceiling, decreasing the maximum attainable performance. It is shown in [10, pp.60-62]
how performance is affected when considering the aforementioned issues.
2.2.2.3 Arithmetic Intensity Wall
Equation 2.1 constructs the Roofline model with two input values which determine the peak
bandwidth ceiling and the peak performance. In this section we have tightened the ceilings
in order to obtain better estimates.
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As by now the computational intensity is only limited by compulsory cache misses, that is,
memory transfers have been only considered for data that is accessed for the first time. Also,
cache data is assumed to be instantaneously available. This would require an infinite fast,
fully associative cache of unlimited size. As this is obviously an unrealistic assumption, the
boundaries for computational intensity need to be tighten. In fact, there are actually three
types of cache misses to consider [10, p.69]:
• Compulsory Miss: Occurs upon the first reference to a memory location, since data
cannot be in cache already.
• Capacity Miss: All cache lines are filled and are being used, but there is no free space
left in the cache. Therefore, a cache line has to be evicted and replaced with the new
data. Tends to happen more frequently when working with large data sets.
• Conflict Miss: Even with high-associativity caches (8-way and more), it may happen
that data is mapped to the same cache line even though there is enough space left
in cache. This leads to a cache entry being evicted, which, if being requested shortly
after, will have to be loaded from memory again, causing an unnecessary performance
penalty.
Problems
Capacity and conflict misses can substantially reduce the arithmetic intensity and thus limit
performance. In the Roofline model, this limitation is depicted by the so-called arithmetic
intensity wall and limits the maximum computational intensity that can be achieved. Naturally, the rightmost wall is determined by the compulsory cache misses as these cannot be
avoided in general (there are exceptions to this, see [10, p.70]).
In reality, due to capacity and conflict misses the wall is shifted to the left, impeding the
computational intensity to reach it’s peak value. Note that when the cache effects are so
grave that they shift the intensity wall too far left, it will cross the ridge point and maximum
performance may be severely diminished (see Figure 2.4). Some assumptions are implied by
the basic Roofline model which are in general too optimistic with respect to computational
intensity. In reality, considering the following factors will shift the arithmetic intensity wall
to the left.
For example, we assume that data is immediately available if it does not have to be loaded
from memory. However, this does not take inter-cache transfers between different cache levels into account, which can lead to misses within the levels and cause delays.
When counting loads and stores within a computational kernel, the standard approach is
to only count the compulsory misses within a loop. We do usually not consider transfers
due to data that does not explicitly depend on the loop iterations, such as local helper arrays which are accessed within a loop kernel. Instead, these are always assumed to be in
cache already when entering an iteration. However, this might not be true when working
with large working sets. Having large loop bodies might lead to capacity or conflict misses
within an iteration, evicting loop-independent data from the cache which needs to be accessed in the next iteration. This leads to more cache misses than expected and therefore
more data transfers, which eventually leads to a lower computational intensity.
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Figure 2.4: The arithmetic intensity wall limits the attainable computational intensity due to
suboptimal use of caches. Not that if the shift is too far to the left and crosses the
ridge point (triangle and diamond here), attainable performance will be severely
diminished. Source: [10]
The naive model also does not account for strided access patterns. For kernels with nonunit-stride access, good bandwidth might be achieved at first sight, as every consecutive
cache line might be transferred. However, strided data may lead to bad spacial cache line
locality which in turn leads to poor arithmetic intensity, as only a fraction of the cache line
may be used.
Note that due to the complexity of modern caches and their interplay with various other
resources, it is almost impossible to predict the exact content of a cache and therefore anticipating misses is not a trivial task either. However, with so-called hardware performance
counters it is possible to measure the amount of misses and at least draw conclusions about
the cache behavior. Performance counters will be introduced in Section 2.3.2.1.

2.3 Tools for Performance Measurement and Profiling
In order to analyze a kernel’s performance, it is advantageous to employ theoretical tools
like the Roofline model. While the theoretical limits for this model can be found by straightforward pencil and paper calculations, the previous section revealed many flaws to this
simple approach. Therefore it is vital to take those factors into account that might impede
maximum performance.
However, modern computer architectures are too complex to determine these additional
factors by hand and therefore it is inevitable to perform benchmarks. These collect data using available hardware or software sources and provide a relatively reliable output to feed
the Roofline model.
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In the following we will present the tools used throughout this work that allow for collecting
real-time performance data on a specific system. The data will serve as input to the Roofline
model.

2.3.1 S TREAM Benchmark
The S TREAM benchmark7 by John D. McCalpin is a simple but powerful benchmark to analyze a system’s maximum throughput [17]. It “measures iterations per second [for different
simple kernels], then attempts to convert this performance into a bandwidth based on the compulsory
number of cache misses on non-write-allocate architectures” [10, p.50].
Note that the values obtained by S TREAM can be substantially lower than the DRAM pin
bandwidth, but no productive kernel is expected to perform better than S TREAM. In fact, in
[12, p.68] it is even anticipated that all memory optimizations are probably exploited once
an application reaches about >80% of the bandwidth reported by S TREAM. Therefore we
will use S TREAM in the next chapter to obtain a realistic bandwidth for the test system. This
bandwidth will be referred to as bs .
For single-core benchmarking it is important to keep in mind that one core is unlikely
to attain the maximum memory bandwidth. Therefore, only when used on a full node
with multiple cores, S TREAM will be able to obtain values that come close to the theoretical
peak bandwidth, as only then the memory controller will be fully saturated. On the other
hand, the per core-performance is usually higher when running in single-core mode so that
simply dividing a collective obtained bandwidth by the number of processors will result
in underestimated values. This needs to be taken into account when comparing singlethreaded benchmarking data to multi-threaded data [12, 17, 18].

2.3.2 Application Benchmarking Tools
In order to benchmark an application’s performance, profiling is a very handy technique.
A profiler analyzes the run time behavior of an application and collects different type of
data, as for example the function call distribution, number of cache misses or FLOPS. From
the variety of tools that are available, we heavily use PAPI and gprof. Therefore, a quick
introduction will be given to these tools.
Note that there is a vast amount of tools available for performance analysis that also focus on different aspects of performance. Examples are the Intel® Parallel Studio XE suite,
valgrind, likwid, S CORE -P or TAU Performance System®, just to mention a few.
At this point, the reader should be alert to the general problems that might occur when
profiling applications, such as the phenomenon known as Heisenbug, which stems from the
uncertainty principle in physics. While this term mostly refers to software bugs, it is also
applicable to profiling: The actual observation of the program might change the program’s
intended behavior. It is obvious that additional instructions have to be performed when
profiling a program. This may lead to deviated program behavior, where performance bottlenecks might shift or worsen. Although this cannot be avoided in general, it is important
to be aware of these problems [19].
7

https://www.cs.virginia.edu/stream/
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Another issue, especially in micro-benchmarking, is the finite resolution of timers. Measurements on the core level might contain huge relative errors due to the extremely short
time scales observed. The reader is referred to [19] for further discussion on this topic.
2.3.2.1 Performance Counters & Code Instrumentation with PAPI
In order to obtain the actual number of floating point operations or cache misses during
execution, most modern microprocessors provide performance counters. These are valuable
hardware registers which allow to count a number of different events and as such, are indispensable in low-level performance analysis and tuning.
PAPI
The Performance Application Programming Interface8 is an API written in C that enables access
to performance counters. PAPI enables profiling by code instrumentation and is therefore
considered an intrusive tool. This means that calls to the PAPI library need to be placed into
the source code of the application to be analyzed. While this requires some programming
effort, it also provides high flexibility. In particular, PAPI allows to create derived metrics
from low level counter events, which enables sophisticated benchmarking. In fact, a small
F ORTRAN 90 module was written for the analysis performed in Chapter 3, using the PAPI
F ORTRAN bindings. It is available as papi_module.f90 in the GitHub repository [20].
Notes on Performance Counters on Sandy Bridge
Since the test system used for this work is based on the Intel® Sandy Bridge microarchitecture (see Section 3.1.1), in the following some peculiarities of this architecture will be pointed
out. These should be kept in mind when using PAPI. More detailed information on this matter can be found on the PAPI website; we will only summarize the most important points.
Sandy Bridge has 11 performance counters, of which three are fixed and eight are programmable. However, only three programmable counters are guaranteed to be available at
a time, as they might be used for internal purposes. Therefore special care must be taken
when using multiple counters at once, since even measuring one derived event might already occupy all counters. PAPI provides multiplexing mechanisms to overcome this issue,
which might however be subject to lower precision.
When counting flops, it should be noticed that on Sandy Bridge there are eight different
“types” of supported floating point numbers, due to combinations of floating point types
{float, double} and vectorization techniques {AVX, SSE, MMX, x87}. Since this mix is
mapped to the available counters, they must be chosen carefully in order to obtain correct
flop values.
A problem with PAPI on Sandy Bridge is flop overcounting. This means that the number
of floating point operations reported by PAPI is usually higher than the actual flops. One
of the main reasons for this behavior is speculative computing performed on Sandy Bridge
8

http://icl.cs.utk.edu/papi/
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architectures. Overcounting can get as high as 35%. While one should bear in mind this
issue, it should also be noticed that the overcounting percentage is mostly proportional to
the number of flops and can therefore be considered as a shift in counts. That said, counters
still provide a good insight to the work performed by a kernel.
2.3.2.2 Profiling with gprof
A more coarse-grained approach of profiling an application’s performance is gprof.9 It provides a non-intrusive way of analyzing applications, that is the user is not required to modify
the code. The application merely needs to be re-linked with -pg as additional linker flag.
Note that gprof does actually change the original executable by inserting instructions for
sampling purposes, however no user interaction is required. After running the executable,
say a.out, a file gmon.out is produced that can be read with the following command:
gprof ./a.out gmon.out | less
Note that the report is very long and therefore usually piped to less or some file. Listing 2.1
shows a typical output of gprof, after performing a default analysis. Further options and
output styles are configurable and can be found in the documentation.
Flat profile:
Each sample counts as 0.01 seconds.
%
cumulative
self
time
seconds
seconds
calls
26.57
8.09
8.09 2222760
17.21
13.33
5.24 1167604
14.94
17.88
4.55 1111380
6.04
19.72
1.84 1111380
5.22
21.31
1.59
4.63
22.72
1.41
14152
3.74
23.86
1.14
3.71
24.99
1.13 41969113
3.51
26.06
1.07 43469588

self
s/call
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

total
s/call
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

name
rpt2_
rpn2_
flux2_
limiter_
cos.N
step2_
__libm_sse2_sincos
riemann_fwave_
bilinearintegral_s_

Listing 2.1: gprof analysis output showing the call distribution, the time fraction spent in
each function and further information.

2.4 Approaches for Performance Optimization
In this section, optimization techniques will be presented that help to address the problems
of Section 2.2.2 and boost optimization. Specifically, we will address the Roofline ceilings
and the arithmetic intensity walls and successively create an optimization space, that is, the
type of optimizations that will help to shift up the respective ceiling. Figure 2.5 depicts this
procedure.
9

https://sourceware.org/binutils/docs/gprof/
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Since performance optimization is an extensive topic on its own we can only briefly outline some optimizations here. There is a slight focus on vectorization techniques as these
will be the main approach in applying performance optimizations for the Riemann solver.
There is a vast variety of books available on performance optimization topics and the user
is referred to the bibliography for further reference.

Figure 2.5: This picture shows what techniques can be applied to gradually shift up the
Roofline ceilings and the arithmetic intensity wall. Not that minimizing traffic
(c) will shift the ridge point to the right for a given bandwidth ceiling, and can
possibly increase the maximum performance. Source: [10]

2.4.1 Improving Memory Bandwidth and Computational Intensity
Computational intensity can be improved algorithmically or by optimizing data access and
organization. For an algorithmic optimization it is necessary to analyze the kernel under investigation. Instead, in this section we introduce common approaches that are independent
of the underlying kernel or solver.
Note that computational intensity and memory bandwidth are coupled, such that optimizing either will usually affect both metrics. However, it is important to understand that
there is a subtle difference between maximizing the bandwidth (shifting up the bandwidth
ceiling) and minimizing memory transfers, that is, increasing computational intensity (shifting
computational intensity to the right) [10, pp.68]. In general, minimizing memory traffic (see
Section 2.4.1) will have a positive effect on the computational intensity. Also, reducing the
three types of cache misses of Section 2.2.2.3 should boost computational intensity [10, p.69].
On the other hand, techniques like software prefetching can effectively increase the bandwidth.
The following section only provides an overview of approaches to optimize bandwidth
performance and computational intensity. The reader is referred to [10, 12, 11] for a comprehensive discussion on this topic.
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Contiguous Memory Access Patterns When using arrays, contiguous accesses increase
the spacial locality of data accesses. Due to the concept of cache lines, when accessing an
element for the first time, say a 8 byte double, a whole cache line will be loaded upon a
cache miss. On x64 architectures, a cache line is usually 64 bytes long and therefore the
next seven array elements will already be in cache, leading to less memory transactions.
Conversely, if the array is accessed with a stride of, say 8 elements, only the first 8 bytes of
a 64 byte line will be used. Also, for every access a new cache line will have to be loaded,
which implies memory access.
In particular, this should be considered for Arrays of Structures, which is the natural
approach when operating on compound objects, but which may introduce performanceimpairing access patterns. In general, one should favor a Structure of Arrays approach when
striving towards vectorizing code. In the Array of Structures case, neighboring elements of a
compound data type exhibit non-unit stride and require gather-scatter operations. This does
not only hamper vectorization as explained in Section 2.4.3 but also leads to introduction of
extra bandwidth and poor arithmetic intensity [10, p.54]. Therefore it is vital so ensure that
arrays are accessed with unit strides whenever possible. In the case that small strides are
inevitable, blocking approaches are still be beneficial [10, p.69] and therefore explained in
the following.
We will refactor the main arrays used in the G EO C LAW Riemann solver in a Structure of
Arrays fashion in Section 4.4.1 and therefore defer a detailed explanation at this point.
Loop Blocking When traversing multiple times over the same array, say in an iterative
solver or matrix-matrix multiplication, it is possible to reduce the number of memory accesses by rearranging loop iterations into smaller blocks such that these fit into the cache.
This ensures that data stays in the cache as long as possible by increasing spacial locality
and thus reduces memory transfers. Figure 2.6 shows a typical loop-blocking pattern for a
matrix-matrix addition A + BT .
Software Prefetching Prefetching mechanisms copy program instructions or data from
the main memory into the cache in advance. This is based on a priori knowledge of the
program flow and by the time the control flow reaches the prefetched instruction, these are
already available in the instruction cache. As a consequence, memory latency may be hidden
[12, pp.21-22]. Note that prefetching can be a result of branch prediction, which attempts
to anticipate the control flow of a program and when properly exploited, also improves
computational performance (see next section).
Data Alignment Accessing data which is aligned to the computer architecture’s word size,
that is to addresses which are a multiple of 64 bit or 8 byte on x64, is usually performed more
efficiently than with unaligned data. Computers access data in words that start at addresses
which are a multiple of the word size. Misaligned addresses can still be accessed on x64
architectures, however additional computations and padding might be necessary, leading
to increased latencies. Vectorization might even require data to be aligned [12, p.50] and the
impact on vectorization due to data alignment is discussed in Section 2.4.3.
10

Source:
https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/how-to-use-loop-blocking-tooptimize-memory-use-on-32-bit-intel-architecture
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Figure 2.6: Loop blocking scheme of A + BT . By subdividing the iterations into smaller
blocks we can maximize the time that elements stay in cache.10
Compilers can align data such that every array element is stored at some aligned address.
Note however that this may lead to higher memory requirements, in particular when only
a fraction of the word size is required. For example, aligning two 1 byte characters on x64
will occupy 16 bytes rather than 2 bytes and it is the programmer’s responsibility to weigh
the performance benefit in such cases.

2.4.2 Improving In-core Performance
We will list a number of techniques that will help in boosting computational performance.
Note that many architectures “are heavily dependent on instruction-level parallelism being inherent in the code, discovered by the compiler and exploited by the architecture”. They are also subject
to the so-called “Achilles’ Heel to performance, which is either the architecture’s sensitivity to a
lack of in-core parallelism or sensitivity to the instruction mix” [10, p.60]. Adhering to the following techniques will help to exploit the microarchitecture and therefore increase in-core
performance ceilings.
Software Pipelining and Instruction Reordering Optimizing compilers will perform a
dependency analysis on the data manipulated by the program and reorder instructions in a
way that will attempt to minimize pipeline stalls. On the hardware level, this is enabled by
using out-of-order executions [12]. Operations with very long latencies such as square roots,
divisions, trigonometric functions etc. will very likely stall the pipeline to a certain extent,
leading to bubbles in the pipeline. Pipeline bubbles could be avoided by precomputing these
values, if possible. However, it is important to weigh the benefit of wasting less computing power against the additional memory usage and accessing times to store precomputed
variables (a cache miss will usually lead to longer latencies than recomputing the value).
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Branchless Programming Reduce the number of complicated branches in order to ease
the work for the branch predictor. This hold especially with respect to loops: Complicated
loop-exit conditions might impair performance by a considerable factor if a loop is visited
frequently. If possible, loops should be countable. For vectorizing loops (see next point and
Section 2.4.3), this is a requirement.
Vectorization Exploiting SIMD instructions enables data level parallelism which can improve in-core performance. This will be handled in detail in Section 2.4.3, as vectorization
can be directly controlled by the programmer.
Reduce Instruction Mix For non-trivial kernels, this is difficult to achieve. For simple
kernels, an example would be to replace x+x instead of 2*x to reach code balance (assuming
that there are more multiplications than additions).
Data Alignment Accessing variables in an aligned fashion may not only improve memory bandwidth and the computational intensity, but may also help to decrease the number
of (conflict) cache misses by reducing the cache split rate, eventually leading to better computational intensity. This is particularly true for AVX and is explained in Section 2.4.3.

2.4.3 SIMD and Vectorization
SIMD stands for Single Instruction Multiple Data and is one of the four categories in Flynn’s
taxonomy [21]. The realization of SIMD in programs is referred to as vectorization and is the
most prominent approach of data-level parallelism. With SIMD, one instruction is applied
to an array of integers or floating point variables, thus effectively operating on 2, 4, 8 or
more variables at once. SIMD is mostly realized by extending the instruction set supported
by a specific platform. Common SIMD instruction set extensions on x64 architectures are
SSE (Streaming SIMD Extensions) and AVX (Advanced Vector Extensions), each in different
versions, where AVX is the more recent extension.
When fully exploited, vectorization can give theoretical speedups of 16 on a single core
with current extensions (AVX-512) when working with single precision and as such, is an
indispensable feature of modern microprocessors to boost performance.
Further advantages of using SIMD instructions can be seen on the chip-level. Aside from
decreasing the pipeline pressure due to lesser (packed) instructions, it also reduces the number of loop iterations and the pressure on the Address Generation Unit (AGU). More information on SIMD benefits can be found in [15, 22, 23].
Ways for Vectorizing Code
Existing source code, if eligible, can be vectorized in different ways, for example by implementing vector instructions in assembler, using proprietary technologies like Intel® Cilk™
Plus, intrinsics in C/C++ code (which are not to be confused with intrinsic functions in F OR TRAN ), and further possibilities exist [15]. However, this thesis will follow the approach
of auto-vectorization which leaves vectorizing code to the compiler. While this is the most
portable approach and requires the least manual amount of labor, compilers need to be very
conservative and therefore nontrivial codes may not automatically vectorize without further
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help. In fact, searching for methods of automatic compiler vectorization is a major topic in
computer science [22]. Compiler directives, either proprietary or defined by the OpenMP
standard, will aid the auto-vectorizer. Some additional techniques to assist the compiler in
auto-vectorizing code are introduced in the following.
Vectorization for SSE2 is enabled by default for both Intel®11 and the GCC compiler12 . AVX
is enabled with the -xavx option.
Compiler Directives to Assist Vectorization
There are several directives that aid the compiler in vectorizing code. While some of them
are defined by the OpenMP 4.0 standard, others require compiler support. The most important directives supported by ifort will be outlined in the following and also a short
explanation to their salient features and most important options will be given. Directives
are always initiated with a “!DIR$ ...”, except for OpenMP directives, which start with
“!$OMP ...”. The reader is referred to the respective compiler documentation for further
information.
The three main directives used in the vectorization of Chapter 4 are described as follows
(taken from [24]):
• IVDEP directive: May be used to advise the compiler that there are no loop-carried
dependencies that would make vectorization unsafe. However, the IVDEP directive
will not override a proven dependency.
• VECTOR ALWAYS directive: May be used to override the compiler’s heuristics that estimate whether vectorization of a loop is likely to yield a performance benefit. This
pragma does not override the compiler’s dependency analysis.
• SIMD directive: The SIMD directive instructs the compiler to vectorize a code regardless of whether loop-carried dependencies exist or the autovectorizer deems the operation efficient. In this case, the programmer is responsible to ensure that no dependencies exist, as the compiler will generate incorrect code otherwise.
Furthermore, the !$OMP DECLARE SIMD(subroutine_name)13 directive allows a whole subroutine do be vectorized, if suitable. The scalar arguments are modified such that instead the
operations therein are applied to vectors. We will make use of this directive in the optimized
Riemann solver, see Section 4.4.1.
Alignment
In order to aid vectorization, the arrays should be aligned corresponding to the underlying SIMD instruction set. -align array32byte is the corresponding compiler option (for
256-bit AVX) and is recommended by the Intel® Vectorization Guide [22] to achieve optimal
11

https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/performance-tools-for-softwaredevelopers-intel-compiler-options-for-sse-generation-and-processor-specificoptimizations
12
Note: The gfortran command supports all the options supported by the gcc command.
For gcc: http://linux.die.net/man/1/gcc
13
https://software.intel.com/en-us/node/526083
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performance. This enables the compiler to issue aligned instructions for loads and stores
in order to boost performance. On Sandy Bridge this might not be necessarily required as
this microarchitecture allows to issue aligned and unaligned loads and stores with the same
latency and throughput as their aligned versions [14, 15, 25]. However, the cache split rate
might increase, that is, the number of cache lines that must be read to access data. Therefore
aligning data is always a good choice when memory is not an impeding factor [23]. Note
that on some architectures it is even required to align data. Aside from optimized loads and
stores, aligning arrays can also help the compiler to optimize loop code, this is explained in
detail in [26, 27].
As a guideline, aligning data should be performed in two steps (taken from [26]):
• Align the array data: This can be accomplished by either using directives to align
specific variables in the code (!DIR $ATTRIBUTES ALIGN: XY in ifort) or globally
aligning with the compiler option -align arrayXYbyte, where XY is the alignment
boundary in bytes.
• Inform the compiler about alignment: In order to allow the compiler know about
alignment and perform respective optimization, it must be told about the alignment.
This can be done by using !DIR$ ASSUME_ALIGNED VAR: XY at the declaration of an
array, where VAR is the array name and XY is the alignment boundary. Alternatively,
one can instruct the compiler to assume all arrays within a loop to be aligned by applying !DIR$ VECTOR ALIGNED to the loop header. Note that this also overrides compiler
heuristics to determine whether to use aligned or unaligned instructions and applying
the directive to unaligned data may cause a runtime exception.
Data Layout
SIMD instructions naturally load packed sets of data into one register. Therefore, it is imperative to have the data arranged contiguously in order to ensure that packed loads and stores
can be issued when reading from or writing to a vector register. We will elaborate more on
a contiguous data layout in Section 4.4.1 when changing the Riemann solver arrays to work
in a Structure of Arrays fashion. In this case, it is easier for the compiler to vectorize loops
over structure elements as these are stored contiguously in memory.
Keep in mind that while it might still be possible to vectorize non-unit stride code, this
is not always guaranteed [22] and slow memory accesses might override the benefits of
vectorization due to gather-scatter14 accesses, as these need significantly higher bandwidth
and latency than contiguous loads. Furthermore, we saw in Section 2.4.1 and Section 2.4.2
that a Structure of Arrays layout exhibits some other performance-increasing advantages
not confined to vectorization.
Vectorization Reports
Vectorization reports are indispensable for determining whether the compiler was successful in vectorizing the code. Even when applying the aforementioned techniques it might
14

Note that gather-scatter instructions were introduced with AVX2 on the Haswell microarchitecture and as
such, they are not available on Sandy Bridge. Therefore we are required to have contiguous access to data in
order to vectorize code.
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be possible that vectorization did not take place for a specific part of the code. Therefore,
reports should always be enabled when vectorizing code. The most important options for
vectorization reports with the Intel® compiler are:
• -qopt-report=[n]: Enable optimization reports at level n, where 1 generates the least
verbose and 5 the most verbose output. Default is 0 (off).
• -qopt-report-phase=[x]: A comma-separated list of optimizations that should be
reported. For this work, x=ipo,loop,vec is used.
• -qopt-report-phase=[x]: A comma-separated list of subroutines to consider for the
reports. This option should definitely be set as otherwise the compiler attempts to
generate reports for all routines of the application. In this thesis, mostly rpn2, rpt2
was used as parameter.
• -qopt-report-file=[x]: Output file to write reports to.
There are many more optimization options related and the reader is referred to the compiler’s documentation for further information (e.g. man ifort on Stampede).
Notes on Compatibility
Code compiled for a specific higher version of SSE or AVX will not be executed on platforms
that do not support the specific instruction set. For that reason the Intel® compiler offers a
CPU-dispatch option (-ax) that generates multi-versioned code, which chooses its execution
path depending on the platform it is running on [15]. The default vectorization SSE2 should
be supported on every modern microprocessor.

2.5 Roofline Model to Aid Optimization
In this chapter we first constructed a basic Roofline model and subsequently determined its
flaws. The basic Roofline model does inherently over-estimate performance and therefore
tightening the ceilings will give better performance estimates for a given kernel. Therefore
we analyzed the factors that shift down the bandwidth and computational ceilings as well
as the computational intensity. Tools were presented that allow to collect data for a better
quantification of the metrics which affect the Roofline model.
As a result, the model allows to estimate whether a given kernel is compute- or memorybound. Ultimately, knowing about the memory- or compute-boundedness of a kernel is
essential in determining which optimizations are likely to boost performance [10, p.68]. We
introduced approaches that yields an optimization space in Section 2.4.1 and Section 2.4.2.
These can help to shift up the ceilings of the Roofline model, depending on the benchmarking results.
We will use this knowledge to perform a Roofline model analysis on the G EO C LAW Riemann solvers in order to improve performance in the next chapter.
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In this chapter we will analyze the performance of the normal and transverse Riemann
solvers of the G EO C LAW package. We will successively construct a Roofline model as introduced in the previous chapter. The insurmountable ceilings and walls of the basic Roofline
model are the first to be determined and merely require some key data of the test system.
As already explained in the previous chapter, the theoretical peak performance values are in
general not attainable due to a number of reasons. For the maximum attainable bandwidth
bs , the S TREAM benchmarks provide more realistic ceilings.
In order to proceed with the actual benchmarking for the individual solvers, some manual
labor is required. That is, the maximum number of flops for one Riemann solve has to be
determined. This is required in order to obtain theoretical reference values for the computational performance. It also provides an estimate for the minimum/maximum number of
flops per Riemann solve. Ultimately, this will allow for comparisons between the G EO C LAW
Riemann solvers and other implementations.
The number of loads and stores during a Riemann solve determine the number of bytes
transferred from the main memory to the processor and vice versa and therefore has an
important impact on performance. The actual number of loads and stores during run time
is extremely hard to determine due to prefetching mechanisms, cache mapping strategies,
different cache levels and capacity and conflict misses (see Section 2.2.2.1), just to mention
a few. Therefore, it is inevitable to manually count the compulsory number of loads and
stores to the main memory, which requires some paper and pen work. The number of flops
are then measured to derive the floating point intensity I, which multiplied by the attainable
bandwidth bs obtained by S TREAM, is used to determine the actual bandwidth ceiling.
The reader should be aware that both counting flops and the number of loads and stores
with pencil and paper will not reflect the numbers as determined by hardware counters for
the aforementioned reasons (see also Section 2.3.2.1). These numbers should nevertheless be
considered important for the sake of comparison as they will also be helpful in identifying
mistakes on either side (paper or measurements).
Following the Roofline analysis, we will employ the tools that were introduced in Section 2.3 to analyze the Riemann solvers, using different scenarios. The benchmark results
will yield reference values that will be used for comparison in the next chapter, where the
optimization of the solvers will take place. Together with the Roofline model, the results
will also allow to determine the kind of optimizations that will be promising.
At last, the analysis performed in this chapter is supposed to give rise to optimization
ideas but also to provide hints for the dead ends of optimization.
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3.1 Theoretical Peak Performance and System Benchmarking
All benchmarks were run on the Stampede Supercomputer of the Texas Advanced Computing
Center (TACC), hosted by the University of Texas.1 There are a number of reasons to benchmark an application in single-threaded mode on a supercomputer:
• Due to the job queue system it can be ensured that the application runs on a dedicated
node, such that benchmarks can be run in an environment where background noise
from other processes is insignificant.
• Supercomputing nodes usually consist of the server variants of a certain microprocessor generation. Although desktop and server variants of processors might share the
same microarchitecture (Sandy Bridge here), they also exhibit subtle differences which
might have impact on optimization (consider L3U cache size, for example).
• In normal cases, software like G EO C LAW is supposed to run in shared memory/multicore environments (no MPI yet), therefore supercomputers offer the best platform for
benchmarking.
• Most supercomputing systems offer a preconfigured and tested tool chain that can
be relied on. Also, using the software that is available on one system increases the
probability that the same tools are available on other supercomputers or clusters.

3.1.1 Test System Description
Table 3.1 shows some key data of the CPU, memory and software used by the Stampede
computing nodes.2

3.1.2 Constructing a basic Roofline
The peak DP FLOPS per core Ppeak and the peak bandwidth bpeak can already be used as
input for constructing a basic Roofline model. We only need to determine the computational
intensity. For determining the computational intensity for the Vanilla solver3 , a very simple
metric is used:
For the flops value, we assume that not only the basic arithmetic operations FADD, FSUB,
FMUL, FDIV count as only 1 flop, but also square root operations and also more complex
functions. Note that divisions and other complex operations can actually take tens of cycles
to compute and furthermore stall the pipeline, making this assumption very optimistic.
In order to compensate for the low flops count, the most expensive execution path of the
Riemann solver is used as reference flops value. Note that while this approach might look
ill-conceived at first sight, it should be taken into account that it is impossible to determine
even an average theoretical count of flops without actual benchmarks as it heavily depends
on the scenario, grid size, refinement ratios, and other factors. An average flops value based
on PAPI counter values will be used later.
1

https://www.tacc.utexas.edu/stampede/
https://portal.xsede.org/tacc-stampede/#overview-specs-compute
3
Vanilla refers to the original, unmodified version of a code. Here, the Vanilla solver is the Riemann solver as
implemented in the original G EO C LAW version.
2
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Test System Properties
CPU
Intel® Xeon E5-2680 (Sandy Bridge)
Sockets × Cores
2×8
Clock (GHz)
2.7
Peak DP GFLOPS / Core (Ppeak )
21.6 (4 FADD + 4 FMUL with AVX)
Peak DP GFLOPS / Node (Ppeak,n )
345.6 (4 FADD + 4 FMUL with AVX)
L1/L2/L3 cache (KB)
32/256/20,480
Cache line size
64 bytes
Memory subsystem
Memory per node
8 × 4 GB
Memory type & frequency fm
DDR3 @ 1600 MHz
Channel number nc & width wc
4 channels @ 64 bit/channel
Peak bandwidth
51.2 GB/s
Software
Linux Version & Kernel
CentOS 6.3, Linux kernel 2.6.32 x86_64
C LAWPACK version
Version 5, always latest from GitHub
Compiler Version
ifort (IFORT) 15.0.2
Table 3.1: Properties of Stampede Computing Nodes and used software

A pen and paper counting of the flops in the rpn2 subroutine using the f-wave solver resulted in (177 · #cells) flops per call to rpn2.
For the number of loads and stores, it is assumed that every load/store operation moves
8 bytes of memory, which corresponds to a double precision floating point number. For
each iteration, only compulsory accesses are counted, which disregards any local variables
as they are assumed to be in cache already when entering the iteration. It should also be
noticed that for the (i + 1)-st Riemann solve, the i-th cell will be already in cache, such that
only the new cell Qi on the right needs to be considered for loads/stores.
A pen and paper counting of the loads and stores in the rpn2 subroutine using the f-wave
solver resulted in (57 · 8 = 456 · #cells) bytes being transferred per call to rpn2.
This results in a computational intensity of
I=

177 flops
≈ 0.39 flops/byte,
456 bytes

which allows to compute the attainable performance of the Vanilla Riemann solver:
P1 = min(Ppeak , I · bpeak ) = min(21.6, 20) = 20 GFLOPS

(3.1)

This first estimate suggests that the Riemann solver is memory-bound. However, it also shows
that 20 GFLOPS on a single core is probably out of reach for this code, as extremely optimistic assumptions must be made to attain this performance. In the following sections, we
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Function

Best Rate MB/s

Avg. time (s)

Min. time (s)

Max. time (s)

Copy:
Scale:
Add:
Triad:

7455.7
7536.5
9666.1
9672.4

0.042941
0.042483
0.049687
0.049689

0.042920
0.042460
0.049658
0.049626

0.042969
0.042505
0.049777
0.049840

Table 3.2: S TREAM benchmark results
will successively improve the Roofline and tighten the ceilings in accordance with the actual
Vanilla implementation.

3.1.3 Improving the Roofline model
3.1.3.1 Bandwidth Ceiling
In order to obtain a better estimate for the attainable bandwidth bs , the S TREAM benchmark
was used. It provides more realistic values for the maximum bandwidth, as explained in
Section 2.2.2.1. The benchmark was compiled with the Intel® C++ compiler, version 15.0.2
using the following options:
-xAVX -O3 -ffreestanding -openmp -mcmodel=medium -DVERBOSE=
-DSTREAM_TYPE=double -DSTREAM_ARRAY_SIZE=20000000 stream.c
Table 3.2 shows the output after running the benchmark on a clean node using a single core.
The highest throughput was achieved in the Triad case with roughly 9.67 GB/s. Considering the maximum theoretical bandwidth of 51.2 GB/s (see Table 3.1), it becomes evident that
even with highly optimized code it is unlikely to reach more than 19% (roughly one fifth)
of peak bandwidth on a single core. Keep in mind that this is an expected behavior, considering that a single core is unable to fully saturate the bandwidth. This work only considers
single-threaded runs, therefore for a Roofline on multiple cores a different analysis would
be required.
With the results obtained by S TREAM, the attainable bandwidth is:
bs = 9.67 GB/s

(3.2)

This value will serve as input for the Roofline model. A re-computation then shows that
P2 = min(Ppeak , I · bs ) = min(21.6, 3.77) = 3.77 GFLOPS

(3.3)

This is already a huge reduction of over 80% compared to the naive model and shows that
it is imperative to tighten the Roofline ceilings. Note that even this performance will not be
attained by the Riemann solver due to suboptimal implementation and therefore the actual
FLOPS will be certainly lower than P2 . For better estimates, the in-core ceilings as well as
the computational intensity also need to be improved.
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3.1.3.2 Computational Ceiling
As described in the previous chapter, the computational ceiling changes according to what
features of the system are exploited. Peak performance is usually out of scope for a kernel
as the requirements on vectorization or instruction mix are usually too high.
The first decrease in performance will be due to the lack of vectorization. As will be
shown later, there is no substantial difference in attained FLOPS within the Riemann solver
when comparing -no-vec code with the standard (which has SSE2 vectorization turned on
by default) or -xavx code. This suggests that the Vanilla Riemann solver is not vectorizable
and vectorization reports approve this conclusion. As such, Ppeak is already reduced by a
factor of four, as AVX instructions are not used within the code.
This leads to:
P3 = min(1/4 · Ppeak , I · bs ) = min(5.4, 3.77) = 3.77 GFLOPS,

(3.4)

and we see that the performance stays memory-bound.

3.1.3.3 Computational Intensity
While 456 bytes per Riemann solve were determined manually, we can assume that due to
the relatively straightforward structure of the Riemann solver, software prefetching mechanisms can alleviate the amount of noticeable data transfers. Hence, it is reasonable to measure the actual bandwidth traffic to obtain better estimates. This is done indirectly by measuring the data misses for the outer level cache, L3 in our case.
Issues with Measuring Memory Transfers and Workaround Attempts to obtain the number of L3 cache misses for the Riemann solvers failed completely, as even for large domains
of 900 × 900 grid cells only 3-4 L3 misses were reported by PAPI. To that end, the author assumes that this is due to the regime scales being considered which are too small to produce
a sufficiently large working set. Considering the relatively large 20 MB caches of the Xeon
processors used in Stampede (see Table 3.1), the whole program may fit into cache and not
issue any DRAM requests at all. A quick analysis with Massif4 appears to confirm this assumption as it reveals that even on a 900 × 900 domain the memory usage does not surpass
around 30 MB. Even worse, Cachegrind5 reports zero misses on the outer level cache for the
Riemann solver subroutines and therefore we cannot rely on cache misses for precise results.
As a workaround, it was decided to measure the L1 data cache misses instead. Indeed,
the performance counter PAPI_L1_DCM, which measures the level 1 data cache misses, reports an average value of 32 misses per Riemann solve for the Chile scenario (which will
be introduced in Section 3.3.3), which is the most reasonable value that could be obtained.
Considering that only a few memory accesses may occur, the real computational intensity
might be even higher.
4
5

Massif is a memory profiler: http://valgrind.org/docs/manual/ms-manual.html
Cachegrind is a cache profiler: http://valgrind.org/docs/manual/cg-manual.html
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bytes/Rim

Pmax

I (comp. int.)

bs

Pbw = I · bs

256

5.4 GFLOPS

0.69 flops/byte

9.67 GB/s

6.67 GFLOPS

Table 3.3: Values obtained for the Roofline model
This clearly shows that the whole application is compute bound and therefore the current
memory-bound assumption for the attainable performance must be wrong. Therefore we
will consider the L1 data miss rate as our memory transfer rate, which does not completely
coincide with the Roofline model presented in the last chapter but fits our observations.
— At this point it is important to notice that determining the actual computational intensity is
still an open question (see Section 5.2)! —
Considering the L1 data miss rate, we obtain an improved computational intensity of
Inew = (177 flops)/(32 · 8 bytes) ≈ 0.69 flops/byte, which is much higher than the previous estimate. With the new computational intensity we update the maximum attainable
performance once more and get
P4 = min(P3 , Inew · bs ) = min(5.4, 6.67) = 5.4 GFLOPS

(3.5)

where the kernel is suddenly compute-bound now! Note that this also coincides with our
observations, as stated earlier.

3.2 Analysis Methodology
3.2.1 Compiler Settings
G EO C LAW should compile with any standard-compliant F ORTRAN 90 compiler. In this
work the Intel® ifort compiler, version 15.0.2. was used. While the benchmarks can also
be run with the GNU gfortran compiler, Intel® compilers in general show superior performance compared to GNU. One should keep in mind that the test platform uses an Intel®
CPU and Intel® compilers are optimized for these CPUs. As such, it is somewhat expected
that it outperforms the GNU compiler.
Also, the Intel® compiler offers more flexibility in terms of directives used for code optimization. In fact, some of the directives used for optimization (see 2.4.3) are only available
with ifort. Therefore, most benchmarks were compiled with ifort to obtain maximum
performance and gfortran is disregarded for the remainder of this work.
Compiler Options For all benchmarks, G EO C LAW code was compiled with the options
-O2 -ipo. These have the following effect on the Intel® ifort compiler:
• -O2: “Enables optimizations for speed. This is the generally recommended optimization level.
Vectorization is enabled at O2 and higher levels” [28]. The user is referred to the compiler manuals for a list of all optimization performed with -O2, but it is worthwhile
mentioning that by default -O2 generates the older but well-supported SSE2 vector
instructions. We will enable newer instruction sets in the next chapter.
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• -ipo: “This option enables interprocedural optimization [IPO] between files. This is also
called multifile interprocedural optimization (multifile IPO) or Whole Program Optimization
(WPO). [When this option is enabled], the compiler performs inline function expansion for
calls to functions defined in separate files.” [28]
It was discussed that IPO lead to unstable behavior of the solvers in older versions of
the Intel® compiler. However, we were unable to reproduce this behavior in any of the
benchmarks. In fact, when compiling with precise floating point precision, IPO-code
generated the same output as code compiled without -ipo. Due to the advantages of
IPO [29] it was therefore decided to enable it for our benchmarks.
Enabling AVX instructions (-xavx) did not significantly change the runtime in the original
version, therefore it was decided to keep the option disabled for the Vanilla code. This
behavior indicates that the compiler was not able to properly vectorize the code and together
with the Roofline analysis suggests that there is potential for vectorization.

3.2.2 PAPI Module
For PAPI benchmarks, a small F ORTRAN 90 module was written which includes subroutines
for measuring PAPI events. This file also includes the list of events that should be measured.
Counters are triggered by calling papi_start and papi_stop around the code that has to
be analyzed. Before calling papi_start for the first time, papi_init must be invoked. Notice that it is the user’s responsibility to always have a start/stop pair being called in order
to obtain correct results. After the last call to papi_stop, papi_summary may be called in
order to display a summary. The output depends on what metrics were considered.6 Due to
the low number of available performance counters and their high sensibility to concurrent
measurements (see Section 2.3.2.1) — especially when using multiplexing — instead it was
chosen to change the module on the fly according to the required counters and measurements. The corresponding source code file papi_module.f90 can be found in the GitHub
repository [20].

3.2.3 Benchmarking Scope
As this thesis deals with the optimization of Riemann solvers, naturally the focus is on the
subroutine rpn2 in G EO C LAW. Earlier discussions have concluded that will be the normal
Riemann solver accounts for the bulk part of the computational time. However no actual
benchmarking has been performed before. As we will see in Section 3.3, a short gprof
analysis reveals that in fact rpn2 has a major impact on the computation time. Unexpectedly,
we will see also that the highest fraction in all benchmarks falls on the transverse Riemann
solver rpt2, which is called at least twice as often as rpn2, as explained in Section 1.4.4.2.
Therefore it is reasonable to scrutinize this subroutine as well.
While the computational intensity can reveal whether a kernel is compute or memory
bound, a metric that actually determines the solver performance is the number of Riemann
solves per second (Rim/s). Therefore, not only flops will be measured but also the number
6

Note that there are small discrepancies in the wall clock time reported by PAPI and gprof due to different
measuring techniques and also because values were obtained in different runs. We will stick to gprof results
for comparisons as gprof collects data for all subroutines simultaneously and also provides values for the
runtime distribution.
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of Riemann solves/per second. Ultimately, a solver with a higher Rim/s performance will
always be faster than one with a lower value, no matter how high the attained FLOPS are.
For the application, this is the metric that matters. Riemann solves per second additionally
allow to compute the memory bandwidth and evaluate what fraction of the S TREAM performance is attained.
At a glance, the routines we will focus on are:
• rpn2: Normal Riemann solver (see Algorithm 1.1)
• rpt2: Transverse Riemann solver (see Algorithm 1.2)
The metrics that will be consider throughout the benchmarks are:
• min/max floating point operations and floating point operations per second (FLOPS).
Note that all floating point operations in the following scenarios work with IEEE754
double precision values, that is 8 byte flops.
• Riemann solves/second
• Wall clock time, for the whole run time and also for run time of respective subroutines

3.3 Analysis of the Riemann Solvers
This section will describe and justify different benchmark scenarios that were used to analyze the Riemann solver. Considering multiple scenarios will allow for broader conclusions
about the solver’s performance.
It was decided to run the solvers on square domains with different scales in order to
observe the behavior with a growing grid size. For all scenarios, benchmarks were run on
the following grid sizes:
|D| ∈ {502 , 1002 , 3002 , 5002 , 7002 , 9002 }
Note that AMR was not employed, except in the Chile scenario (see Section 3.3.3).
Note on impact of AMR Be aware that AMR is an inherent part of G EO C LAW and cannot
be completely disabled. Instead, the maximum refinement level is set to 1, which implies
that no refinement takes place. This results in the same behavior a AMR-agnostic code
would exhibit. Keep in mind that the overhead implied by AMR still remains, but it minimized in that case.
It should further be noted that even when the refinement level is set to 1, that is no refinement takes place, the domain is split into subdomains of side length mx < max1d, which
would be usually distributed among OpenMP threads. Since this is not necessary for our
purposes in a single-core setting and introduces some overhead, the max1d parameter (file
amr_module.f90) was set to 400, a value that is sufficiently high to prevent AMR from subdividing the domain.7
7

In our benchmarks, for domain sizes >= 500 × 500 the domain will still be split but the impact of AMR is
assumed to be negligible in that case.
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As a last remark, it should be noted that setting max1d should be done carefully as it implicitly determines the size of some helper arrays in G EO C LAW. Thoughts about whether
the max1d parameter can have a similar effect to loop blocking is subject to further investigations (see Chapter 5.2).
Vanilla solver Note that all benchmarks explained in this chapter use the Vanilla G EO C LAW solvers. The optimized solvers will be compared against the Vanilla versions in the
next chapter. The code for the normal and transverse Vanilla solvers are described in Algorithm 1.1 and Algorithm 1.2, respectively. For the benchmarks, three scenarios were selected
that will be described in the following.

3.3.1 Dry run
The purpose of the dry run scenario is to obtain the maximum number of Riemann solves
per second that can be expected to be reached on the system. Dry runs constitute the easiest
possible case for the Riemann solver, as actually no computations have to be performed. In
the original rpn2 routine, if a Riemann problem with dry cells on both sides is encountered,
the iteration is simply skipped. Thus, for a scenario where all cells are dry, no computations
are performed in the Riemann loop, resulting in zero-strength f-waves with zero speeds
and zero heights that leave the solution unchanged. However, note that in rpn2, capacity
functions and fluctuations will still be computed, even though they will not have any impact
on the solution.
Determining the Riemann solves per second for dry runs gives a good estimate of the
maximum attainable performance. Regardless of the superfluous computations of capacity
functions and fluctuations in this special case, it is unlikely that any realistic scenario will
yield better results than dry runs. Therefore we should consider the following results the
upper bound for the Vanilla Riemann kernel.
3.3.1.1 Scenario Setup
In this example h ≡ 0, b ≡ 0 was set. This yields a domain with dry cells only (flat, dry
ground). The solver was configured to execute 8 seconds in 24 time steps. AMR was not
used.
3.3.1.2 gprof Results
Since no Riemann problems are solved in the the dry scenario, consequently the contribution of rpn2 to the computational time is low at ∼2%, as shown in Result 3.1. The small
contribution is due to the summation of fluctuations in the remainder of the subroutine.
For rpt2, we see a slightly higher percentage, which is in the range of measurement errors. The remaining values indicate no major contributions to the runtime from G EO C LAW
subroutines but rather from I/O operations, which is expected in this case.
Figure 3.1 shows the contribution of the Riemann solvers with respect to different grid sizes.
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Flat profile:
Each sample counts as 0.01 seconds.
%
cumulative
self
time
seconds
seconds
calls
26.46
4.76
4.76
9.89
6.54
1.78
9.28
8.21
1.67
6.81
9.44
1.23
6.56
10.62
1.18
50400
4.89
11.50
0.88
4.00
12.22
0.72
3.45
12.84
0.62
100800
3.22
13.42
0.58
100
2.78
13.92
0.50
2.70
14.40
0.49
2.50
14.85
0.45
2.33
15.27
0.42
50400

self
s/call

total
s/call

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.01

0.00
0.03

0.00

0.00

name
cvtas_t_to_a
cvt_ieee_t_to_...
for_write_seq_...
for_write_seq_fmt
flux2_
for__format_value
__intel_memset
rpt2_
stepgrid_
for__interp_fmt
for__put_sf
for__desc_ret_item
rpn2_

gprof Result 3.1: Statistics for the dry scenario on a 500×500 grid using the Vanilla Riemann
solver.

Figure 3.1: Runtime distribution for dry scenario as reported by gprof.
3.3.1.3 PAPI Results
When measuring the flops of the Riemann solver loop within rpn2, PAPI reports zero flops
as expected, since all Riemann problems are skipped. When measuring the flops for the
call to rpn2, the PAPI module reports an average of 27-28 flops/solve (see Result 3.2), which
corresponds to the manually counted flops of the capacity function (13-15) summed with the
fluctuation flops (always 12, since for a dry state the speeds are zero and two fluctuations
have to be updated). This yields 25-27 flops, which is sufficiently close considering the
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overcounting issue. Result 3.2 also shows a maximum throughput of roughly 33 MRim/s
for rpn2, which we can assume to be the maximum attainable throughput with the Vanilla
solver. It is very unlikely that any other scenario will perform better than this.
Note that in this case it is not possible to compute the memory throughput from the obtained data as verification since the solves reported are no actual Riemann solves and multiplying by the number of bytes will not be correct.
=======================================================================
Statistics for routine: RPN2
----------------------------------------------------------------------# Calls
Time(s)
GFLOPS
50400
0.3871
0.9134
----------------------------------------------------------------------Avg MRim/s
[min/max] flops/Rim
[min/max] Rim/Call (=mx)
32.6319
27
28
250
250
----------------------------------------------------------------------max1d:
400
=======================================================================
Statistics for routine: RPT2
----------------------------------------------------------------------# Calls
Time(s)
GFLOPS
100800
0.7489
0.0000
----------------------------------------------------------------------Avg MRim/s
[min/max] flops/Rim
[min/max] Rim/Call (=mx)
33.6865
0
0
250
250
----------------------------------------------------------------------max1d:
400
=======================================================================

PAPI Result 3.2: Output for the dry scenario on a 500 × 500 grid using the Vanilla Riemann
solver.

For transverse solver we see a similar behavior. However, since all problems are
skipped as well but no further loops exist the FLOPS rate is 0. Therefore, there is nothing
more to discuss
rpt2

3.3.2 Radial Dam Break (Wet Run)
The radial dam break scenario8 consists of a flat bathymetry along with a water hump in the
domain center. The height of the water hump is chosen such that the emerging wave does
not interfere with the ground. This guarantees that the complicated dry-branch within the
solver is not visited, resulting in true Riemann problems with wet cells on both sides. While
realistic scenarios will probably comprise dry cells as well, it is expected that for the most
part, the domain will consist true Riemann problems. Therefore, it is reasonable to analyze
the performance for purely wet cells as they make up for the bulk part of the domain.

8

We will occasionally refer to this scenario as wet scenario or radial water hump scenario
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Figure 3.2: Visualization of the radial dam break scenario with surface plot on the left and
cross section plot on the right. Top: Initial state at time 0. Bottom: The propagating wave after 10 time steps.
3.3.2.1 Scenario Setup
The wet run scenario was set up on a grid with a constant bathymetry term of b ≡ −10. For
the water column height a simple function was used:
(

h(x, y) =

p

3, for x2 + y 2 ≤ 20
0, else

leading to a radial elevation in the domain center, see Figure 3.2. The solver was configured
to execute 8 seconds in 24 time steps. AMR was not used in this example.
3.3.2.2 gprof Results
In contrast to the dry scenario, Result 3.3 shows the impact of the G EO C LAW routines rpn2
and rpt2, with a contribution of 19% and 30%, respectively.
The contribution of rpt2 is even more emphasized in Figure 3.3. For every domain size
tested but the smallest one rpt2 has a bigger contribution to the runtime than the normal
Riemann solver.
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Flat profile:
Each sample counts as 0.01 seconds.
%
cumulative
self
time
seconds
seconds
calls
30.79
26.73
26.73 1084608
19.18
43.38
16.65
542304
17.00
58.14
14.76
542304
7.84
64.95
6.81
7.38
71.36
6.41
1076

self
s/call
0.00
0.00
0.00

total
s/call
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.01

0.06

name
rpt2_
rpn2_
flux2_
cvtas_t_to_a
stepgrid_

gprof Result 3.3: Output for the radial dam break example on a 500 × 500 grid using the
Vanilla Riemann solver.

Figure 3.3: Runtime distribution for radial dam break scenario as reported by gprof. Note
the high contribution of rpt2.
3.3.2.3 PAPI Results
The PAPI flops obtained for the wet case also correspond to the manually counted flops.
We manually counted constant 83 flops per wet-wet Riemann solve, while PAPI reports 8084, which comes very close to the theoretical value. It is assumed that lower counts may
be reported when registers are efficiently used such that some values do not need to be
recomputed. For the Riemann solver a value of 7.78 MRim/s is reported. It becomes evident
that already for solving pure Riemann problems, which is the simplest non-trivial case, not
even 25% of the dry solver performance is reached! This means that in fact the computations
within the Riemann solvers contribute to the total time to a large extent.
The attained throughput is:
bwet = 7.78 MRim/s · 256 B/Rim ≈ 2.0 GB/s

(3.6)
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=======================================================================
Statistics for routine: RPN2
----------------------------------------------------------------------# Calls
Time(s)
GFLOPS
542304
17.4386
0.6414
----------------------------------------------------------------------Avg MRim/s
[min/max] flops/Rim
[min/max] Rim/Call (=mx)
7.7796
80
84
250
250
----------------------------------------------------------------------max1d:
400
=======================================================================
Statistics for routine: RPT2
----------------------------------------------------------------------# Calls
Time(s)
GFLOPS
1084608
31.1276
0.5449
----------------------------------------------------------------------Avg MRim/s
[min/max] flops/Rim
[min/max] Rim/Call (=mx)
8.7162
59
64
250
250
----------------------------------------------------------------------max1d:
400
=======================================================================

PAPI Result 3.4: Output for the radial dam break example using the Vanilla Riemann solver
on a 500 × 500 grid.

which indicates that about 21% of the S TREAM bandwidth is attained on one core. This
corresponds to the compute-bound results obtained in the Roofline analysis. While there is
still enough space for saturating the memory bandwidth, one must not forget however that
the bandwidth per core is less when running on multiple cores in an OpenMP environment
(see Section 2.3.1), so that indeed the code may become more memory-bound when scaling
to multiple cores. However, a benchmark analysis for the multi-threaded case has yet to be
done for multi-core environments, and is beyond the scope of this thesis, see Chapter 5.2.
rpt2 We see a slightly higher Riemann solves per second value for rpt2 which can be
traced back to the less complex nature of the solver, and also less instructions to perform in
general. While we manually counted 97 flops/Rim for a full wet transverse Riemann problem, PAPI reports values between 59-64 flops/Rim. However, in the transverse Riemann
solver, no fluctuations are computed for zero speeds. We must take into account that the
values reported by PAPI are average values from the solves and while the waves spread
across the domain, a large part of the water columns still have zero speeds and therefore the
fluctuation computations are skipped. Doing another pen and pencil computation we see
that adding fluctuations for one transverse solve takes 36 flops, therefore we get 97-36 = 61
flops/Rim, which is very close to the values obtained by PAPI.
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3.3.3 Chile 2010 Example
The Chile 2010 scenario is taken from the G EO C LAW examples.9 It models a tsunami in the
Pacific Ocean that occurred in 2010 (Figure 3.4). As such, it constitutes a real scenario and
it also represents the most complex example considered in this work. The Chile example
comprises all combinations of dry and wet states and a non-trivial bathymetry. This ensures
that all branches within the Riemann solver are visited.10 This example also uses adaptive
mesh refinement and is therefore a good benchmark for testing the Riemann solver on very
different scales.

Figure 3.4: Chile 2010 Scenario — G EO C LAW plot showing waves after 5 hours. The different scales of the grid cells represent the AMR levels, where the finest grid is not
plotted for graphical reasons.

3.3.3.1 Scenario Setup
The domain is read from topography data sets and models the bathymetry of the Pacific
Ocean as well as the seafloor displacement derived from earthquake data [1]. The domain
has a longitudinal extent of 120° W to 60° W and a latitudinal extent of 0° to 60° S, modeling
the southern Pacific Ocean approximately between Easter Island and the South American
continent. The initial grid size was set to 30 × 30, however, this grid size is refined by AMR,
which was set to refine up to three levels using refinement ratios of 2 for the second and
6 for the third level, respectively, leading to a maximum grid size of 360 × 360 grid cells
9
10

http://www.clawpack.org/gallery/gallery_geoclaw.html
Note that within the subroutine riemanntype an exception to this is the branch for solving a 1-shock/2rarefaction problem (or vice versa), which is not visited when using the plain f-wave solver. This is because
the Roe approximation produces shock-only solutions, as already pointed out in Section 1.4.2
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if the whole domain was refined to the last level. The solver was configured to execute 9
hours (32400 seconds) in 18 time steps, thus simulating the tsunami state every 30 minutes.
Note that this refers to 18 coarse time steps as AMR does not only refine domain parts where
deemed necessary, but also the corresponding time steps. While the time step refinement
can be set independent of the grid refinement, in our example it is set to the same ratios of 2
and 6.
3.3.3.2 gprof Results
Result 3.5 shows the call distribution for the Chile example, this time using AMR. Roughly
51% of the runtime is spent in the Riemann solvers rpn2 and rpt2, which again suggests
that the focus for optimization should be on these parts of the code.
For the fixed grid sizes, we can observe the same trend as in the previous example. Figure 3.5 shows the call distribution of rpn2/rpt2 across different domain sizes and it is evident that roughly half the runtime is spent in these two subroutines, with rpt2 accounting
for the largest fraction.
Flat profile:
Each sample counts as 0.01 seconds.
%
cumulative
self
time
seconds
seconds
calls
29.27
7.57
7.57 1022168
21.50
13.13
5.56
525696
19.64
18.21
5.08
511084
6.92
20.00
1.79
3749
5.53
21.43
1.43

self
s/call
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

total
s/call
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01

name
rpt2_
rpn2_
flux2_
step2_
cos.N

gprof Result 3.5: Report for the Chile example using the Vanilla Riemann solver with AMR.

3.3.3.3 PAPI Results
As explained in Section 1.4.4.2, the transverse Riemann solver rpt2 is called twice as often
as the normal solver rpn2. However, as seen in Result 3.5 this situation slightly changes in
the Chile example. The reason for this behavior is AMR. To address conservation law issues
that emerge at some cell edges when refining grids, single calls to rpn2 need to be invoked
by the subroutine qad, which does not call the subsequent transverse solves. This leads to a
slightly higher count of calls to rpn2.
In terms of benchmarking, the problem with this approach is that only single cells are
passed into the ql, qr arrays, leading to function calls with one-element vectors and therefore to very inefficient code with low FLOPS values, which have a negative impact on
the PAPI measurements. To avoid distorted results in the PAPI measurements, calls to
papi_start, papi_stop are invoked from flux2 only, which calls rpn2 to perform the
actual Riemann solves. As an alternative approach, within the measuring subroutines, flops
counting is ignored whenever the number of cells mx is less than 2.
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Figure 3.5: Runtime distribution for the Chile 2010 scenario as reported by gprof.
Result 3.6 shows the PAPI output for the AMR Chile run. We see that the number of
Riemann solves per second has decreased about a million solves/second compared to the
wet case (∼7.78 Rim/s) which can be assumed to be due to the more complex nature of the
Chile example.
On the other hand, the FLOPS count is about 130 MFLOPS higher when compared to the
wet scenario. Taking into account the lower Riemann solves per second, this clearly shows
that the computational work that has to be performed in the Chile scenario is substantially
higher. This is also displayed by the gap between minimum and maximum flops per Riemann solve, since the Tsunami scenario includes all four cell combinations of {dry, wet} for
the Riemann problem and therefore also the more complicated wet/dry combinations have
to be solved, which include further distinctions.
Unlike the normal solver, the transverse Riemann solver experiences a boost in performance when compared to the fully wet case. While the computations for rpn2 might
get more complex due to dry-wet problems that require special handling, these do not have
an impact on the transverse solver’s performance. On the other hand, fully dry cases are
completely skipped and no fluctuations are computed, resulting in zero flops for transverse
solves on the dry land while the normal solver still computes fluctuations. This explains the
opposing performance behaviors.
rpt2

3.4 Summary
Roofline Ceilings
The Roofline analysis of the Riemann solvers revealed that there is a potential to shift up
both computational and bandwidth ceilings.
In particular, the quantity arrays ql,qr in G EO C LAW are accessed in an Array of Structures fashion, therefore containing strides and limiting bandwidth. At the same time, this
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=======================================================================
Statistics for routine: RPN2
----------------------------------------------------------------------# Calls
Time(s)
GFLOPS
511084
5.9403
0.7871
----------------------------------------------------------------------Avg MRim/s
[min/max] flops/Rim
[min/max] Rim/Call (=mx)
6.8066
42
269
2
240
----------------------------------------------------------------------max1d:
400
=======================================================================
Statistics for routine: RPT2
----------------------------------------------------------------------# Calls
Time(s)
GFLOPS
1022168
8.9744
1.0035
----------------------------------------------------------------------Avg MRim/s
[min/max] flops/Rim
[min/max] Rim/Call (=mx)
9.0914
0
469
2
240
----------------------------------------------------------------------max1d:
400
=======================================================================

PAPI Result 3.6: Output for the Chile example using the Vanilla Riemann solver with AMR.

arrangement inhibits the compiler from auto-vectorizing and a recompilation with enabled
vectorization report reveals that indeed the compiler fails to vectorize the Riemann solver.
This shifts down the computational ceiling, as explained in Section 2.2.2.2.
The kernel’s compute boundedness suggests that some calculations (especially square
roots) used repetitively within a Riemann solve should be precomputed. Memory bandwidth should not be an issue in this case, as for example computing sqrt(g*hl) already
requires g to be loaded into cache. By storing the computation result instead, bandwidth
requirements do not change.

Benchmarks
The gprof results confirm that the Pareto principle also holds for G EO C LAW. Depending
on the scenario, around to 50% of the computational time is spent in the Riemann solvers.
Even though the fraction varies depending on the scenario, the trend is definitely stable. We
can therefore conclude that it is reasonable to focus on optimizations of the Riemann solvers
as their performance increase is most likely to speedup the overall application. Note that
on the smaller domains that were analyzed, I/O operations still account for a considerable
fraction of the run times. This impact is alleviated when increasing the domain size as for
these regimes computational time will take over.
Finally, the careful reader might have noticed that the gprof results also reveal relatively
high contributions from the routines step2 and flux2, especially from the latter routine. It
is conceivable to apply the performance assessment to these subroutines as well; however,
this is beyond the scope of this thesis and taken up again in Section 5.2.
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Note on Metrics
The Chile example emphasizes the need for good definitions of the work performed by
compute-intensive kernels like the Riemann solver. While FLOPS are definitely a valuable
metric for identifying the bottlenecks of a system, they may completely fail to quantify the
performance of a kernel. In this case, a higher FLOPS rate does not necessarily imply better
performance and in fact, inefficient kernels might achieve higher FLOPS than more efficient
implementations due to superfluous computations.
However, in many cases higher FLOPS is an indicator for better performance as we will
see in Chapter 4.
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This chapter addresses the performance bottlenecks found in the previous chapter and describes the optimizations that were performed for the Riemann solvers. We will justify the
choice for each optimization attempt and elaborate on the implementation. Following the
optimization, test results will be shown and compared to the Vanilla performance. This will
allow to conclude the benefits of the optimizations and what speedups were achieved.

4.1 Numerical Considerations
In order to compare the Riemann solver results across different types of optimization, a
floating point model with precise floating point semantics was enabled by using the compiler option -fp-model=precise.1
Assuming that floating point semantics are not changed within computations and valid
code transformations are performed, a precise floating point model ensures that the Riemann solvers will produce the same results, regardless of the optimization type as internally
the compiler is forced to allow value-safe optimizations only [30]. This is important to consider as performing a stability analysis for the optimized solver is out of the scope of this
work and also might not be easy to conduct. In fact, it is not even possible to proof that the
finite volume method in Equation 1.27 converges in general [4, pp.313,314].
To keep track of whether optimizations lead to results that are comparable to the Vanilla
solver computations, the following work flow during optimization was chosen:
1. Code transformations were applied to the solvers, for example loop splitting or vectorization.
2. After transforming the code, it was compiled with -fp-model=precise and the result
was compared to the vanilla output. Only for equal outputs the optimization was
accepted.2
3. The optimized code was compiled without -fp-model=precise for benchmarking
and results were compared against a reference solution (see next section)
While the precise floating point model enables different Riemann solver versions to be
compared numerically, it might impair performance greatly and is therefore not recommended for running the actual performance benchmarks [13, 30]. If not required by the
application domain, a less strict floating point model should be used. The default model for
-O2 optimizations on Intel® compilers is fast, which is appropriate in most cases.
1
2

https://software.intel.com/en-us/node/525039
By default G EO C LAW generates text files containing the output quantities for each full time step and therefore
a simple diff -q over all output files can be used for comparison.
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Note that in absence of precise floating point semantics enforced by the user, the compiler
is allowed to rearrange computations internally and generate binaries that may produce
slightly different results when compared to a different build with other optimization kinds,
even without modifying the code.

4.2 Compiler settings
For the benchmarks performed in this chapter, the code was compiled and linked with the
following flags (excerpt from Makefile):
FFLAGS ?= -O2 -ipo -xavx -align array32byte -qopenmp-simd -qopenmp-stubs
LFLAGS ?= -qopenmp-simd -qopenmp-stubs

• -O2: Turns on fast optimizations. This was explained in Section 3.2.1.
• -ipo: Enables interprocedural optimizations (IPO). This was explained in Section 3.2.1.
• -xavx: Instructs the compiler to vectorize using AVX instructions, where applicable
(see Section 2.4.3).
• -align array32byte: Instructs the compiler to align arrays to 32 byte boundaries.
This corresponds to the AVX register size (256 bit) and helps the auto-vectorizer to
generate more efficient code. However, note that in order to take advantage of alignment some code adjustment may be required, see Section 2.4.3.
• -qopenmp-simd: Enables OpenMP SIMD directives support only without linking against
the OpenMP libraries.
• -qopenmp-stubs: Links the program against a stub OpenMP library. This option is
required to avoid linker errors since G EO C LAW invokes OpenMP functions that are
not available when compiling/linking with -qopenmp-simd. Also, we ensure that
OpenMP is not accidentally enabled as this would falsify benchmark results.

4.3 General Code Optimizations
Prior to the actual optimization, the original F ORTRAN 77 version of the Riemann solver
was refactored and converted to F ORTRAN 90. General improvements include the removal
of implicit variables (using implicit none), definition of floating point kinds (instead of
deprecated double precision declarations), use of intents, better code formatting and indentation as well as other minor improvements. The reader is referred to the GitHub repository [20] and the commit history therein for a full list of changes.
One apparent flaw of the Vanilla solvers is that the whole code is cluttered into the main
loop, even loop-independent instructions. While a smart compiler could recognize that
there is no dependency and pull out the respective parts of the loop, this can not be assumed in general and therefore loop-independent code was manually extracted from the
loop.
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Figure 4.1: Extraction of loop-independent code from the main loop.
It was further recognized that zero-initializations of local arrays (e.g. for speeds and
f-waves in rpn2) were unnecessary, as they are assigned elsewhere, thus discarding the
zero-initialized values.
Finally, repetitive computations including expensive square roots computations were precomputed in order to reduce the probability of pipeline bubbles (see sections 2.2.2.2 and
2.4.2). Note that most of these computations involve global variables that may cause additional memory transfers if not in cache. As such, there is no difference with respect to
increased cache miss probability and storing a precomputed value can only be beneficial.

4.4 Vectorization of Normal Riemann solver
As the analysis in the previous revealed, vectorization is not being utilized by the Vanilla
solver. However, since the solver was found to be compute-bound, vectorization is a promising candidate for increasing performance. Work by Bader et al. [18] has shown that under
certain circumstances the Riemann solver is in fact a good candidate for vectorization. In
the following, we will address parts of the Vanilla code that hamper auto-vectorization and
explain how the code was changed in order to enable vectorization.3

4.4.1 Rearranging Arrays for Contiguous Access
The one-dimensional slices of the quantity vector Q are stored in an Array of Structures
fashion in the Vanilla version of rpn2. Looking into the subroutine, we see that the ql,qr
arrays are defined as ql(meqn, 1-mbc:maxm+mbc), meaning that the first index refers to the
conserved quantities (h, hu, hv in our case), while the second index refers to the cell index,
including ghost cells, see Figure 4.2.
3

It should be noted again (see Section 2.4.3) that the vectorization reports are vital in this process. Different
compilers come with different techniques that help in vectorizing code and as such, without generating
reports it is extremely hard to ensure that code was vectorized. Generating annotated assembly code can
also be beneficial in determining whether the expected SIMD instructions were generated by the compiler.
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Figure 4.2: Array of Structures arrangement in G EO C LAW. Since F ORTRAN has columnmajor ordering, the first index has unit stride. If we try to vectorize this code,
we need to access four h variables together, for example, but all of them have
stride-3.
While this ordering seems natural to implement, in Section 2.4.3 it is shown that this data
arrangement is adverse for vectorization. As the Riemann solves between adjacent cells
should be vectorized, it is required to load the quantities as packed vectors. In order to load
four values of, say h into an AVX register, they must be arranged contiguously in memory
[22]. With the original Array of Structures layout implemented in G EO C LAW, the elements
have a stride of length maxm and are therefore not contiguously accessible.
A first idea would be to rearrange the array on the fly before solving the Riemann problem
in order to make it vectorizable. However, this involves manual gathering and scattering
of arrays with many strided accesses in every call to rpn2, which aside from worsening
code readability is prohibitive in terms of performance and would render the benefits of
vectorization useless.
In the subroutine step2, slices of the two-dimensional4 array qold are copied into onedimensional arrays q1d, which are then used to solve the Riemann problems in x and y
direction, respectively (see Equation 1.33 and Figure 4.3). Since copying data is inevitable
at this point, it was decided to exchange the indices here, as it incurs the least performance
loss.
Note that the change of indices while copying does not change performance compared to
the Vanilla version. Strided read accesses cannot be avoided in either x or y direction, and
the change from Array of Structures to Structure of Arrays only exchanges the dimension
of strided access. After copying, the elements in the one-dimensional arrays are stored in a
Structure of Arrays order for both directions. In Figure 4.4 we see that after changing the
layout to a Structure of Arrays order, we are able to access neighboring quantities with unit
stride, enabling the compiler to issue packed loads.

4

We refer here to the space dimension. The arrays contain one extra dimension for the equation number.
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Figure 4.3: Data is copied from two-dimensional array into one-dimensional arrays in x and
y directions, respectively. Note that independent of how the arrays are copied
from the two-dimensional array, one read access will always have a stride of size
mx while the other one will have unit stride.

Figure 4.4: Structure of Arrays arrangement in G EO C LAW. Since F ORTRAN has columnmajor ordering, the first index has contiguous ordering. One row of four contiguous conserved quantities can be packed-loaded into one AVX register.

4.4.2 Vectorization Approach
For complex kernels like the Riemann solvers, it is conceivable to split up the loop content into functional and better maintainable pieces that can each be vectorized. This can
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1 subroutine solve_single_layer_rp(drytol, hL, hR, huL, huR, &
2
hvL, hvR, bL, bR, fw11, fw12, fw13, fw21, fw22, fw23, &
3
fw31, fw32, fw33, sw1, sw2, sw3)
4
!$OMP DECLARE SIMD(solve_single_layer_rp) UNIFORM(drytol)
5
! ...function body...
6
call riemann_fwave(3,3,hL,hR,huL,huR,hvL,hvR, &
7
bL,bR,uL,uR,vL,vR,phiL,phiR,sE1,sE2,drytol,g,&
8
sw1,sw2,sw3,fw11,fw12,fw13,fw21,fw22,fw23, &
9
fw31,fw32,fw33)
10
! ...remaining function body...
11 end subroutine

Figure 4.5: Excerpt of the vectorized single Riemann problem solver subroutine
be achieved by outsourcing code into subroutines which are declared as vectorizable, as explained in Section 2.4.3. Note that in this case is important to ensure that the subroutine
can be vectorized, especially when it cannot be inlined. Loops with subroutine calls are in
general not vectorizable unless the call can either be inlined or the subroutine exists in a
vectorized version [15].
For the Riemann solver, a subroutine solve_single_layer_rp was written, which solves
a single Riemann problem for the states Ql , Qr . The DECLARE SIMD directive instructs the
compiler to generate vectorizable code, see Figure 4.5.
UNIFORM(drytol) allows to use the scalar, invariant drytol variable for all SIMD lanes.
All the other variables are processed in vectorized fashion, that is, operations within the
function are performed as SIMD instructions. See Figure 4.6 for a schematic view of how
the SIMD version of solve_single_layer_rp is executed.

Figure 4.6: Schematic view of solve_single_layer_rp: The compiler changes the scalar
subroutines such that SIMD vectors can be passed instead.
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4.4.3 Compiler Directives to Aid Auto-Vectorization
Due to the nature of Riemann problems in a one-dimensional slice, the compiler will not
be able to auto-vectorize a given Riemann solver loop, even with an Array of Structures
order. There are several potential loop-carried dependencies that cannot be ruled out by
the compiler unless explicitly mandated by directives. While the compiler has to be conservative in its decision to vectorize code, we can use our domain knowledge to override
compiler heuristics. Therefore, in Section 2.4 different directives were introduced that aid
the compiler in auto-vectorizing loops and these will prove beneficial for vectorization.
The most obvious potential dependency is hidden in the quantity arrays ql, qr. For
the Riemann solvers in G EO C LAW, rpn2 is always called with the same array for both arguments, such that in fact ql == qr and the arrays are aliased. However, there are more
problems which impede auto-vectorization.
When solving a Riemann problem between two cells qr(i-1,:), ql(i,:)5 the respective quantities are copied into local variables hl,hr,hul etc. for the current iteration, see
Algorithm 1.1. Remember that the original arrays ql, qr must not be changed within the
Riemann solver and only the fluctuations amdq, apdq will contribute to the solution update. Also, because two adjacent Riemann problems always share a common cell, writing
into that cell would alter the quantities for the next Riemann solve, leading to wrong results. This implies that the temporary variables must be loop-private, that is, it may only be
changed by the current iteration.
However, when vectorizing inconsiderately, local variables will automatically be shared
among SIMD lanes, leading to wrong computations. A remedy for this problem is the
PRIVATE clause that can be appended to a !OMP$ SIMD or !$DIR SIMD directive. The alert
reader will notice that the concept is equal to the one used in OpenMP work-sharing constructs. The PRIVATE clause ensures that each SIMD lane now owns a separate copy of the
left and right quantities for the i-th Riemann problem, such that the compiler will be able to
auto-vectorize the code.
With the previously introduced subroutine solve_single_layer_rp, which can be either
vectorized or inlined, the vectorized Riemann loop looks as follows:

4.5 Benchmark Results and Speedups for the Normal Solver
We will present the benchmark results of the optimized Riemann solver in this section. Similar to the analysis conducted in the previous chapter, the main metrics we will consider are
FLOPS, Riemann solves per second and wall clock time.
For each scenario, we will compare the results with the respective values of the Vanilla
solver. This will allow to conclude whether the optimization was worthwhile and it will
allow us to get a sense for the scalability.

5

See Section 1.5 for the indexing scheme in C LAWPACK.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

!DIR$ VECTOR ALIGNED
!$OMP SIMD PRIVATE(hL,hR,huL,huR,hvL,hvR,bL,bR, &
!$OMP fw11,fw12,fw13,fw21,fw22,fw23,fw31,fw32,fw33,sw1,sw2,sw3)
do i=2-mbc,mx+mbc
hL = qr(i-1,1)
hR = ql(i,1)
! ...assign remaining variables...
call solve_single_layer_rp(drytol, hL, hR, huL, huR, &
hvL, hvR, bL, bR, fw11, fw12, fw13, fw21, &
fw22, fw23, fw31, fw32, fw33, sw1, sw2, sw3)
s(1,i) = sw1
! ...assign remaining speeds...
fwave(1,1,i) = fw11
! ...assign remaining f-waves...
enddo

Figure 4.7: Excerpt of the vectorized Riemann solver loop for the normal Riemann solver

4.5.1 Dry Run
Result 4.1 shows the gprof report for the dry run for the optimized solver. Similar to the
Vanilla solver, I/O operations account for the largest contributions to the runtime and the
solvers do not have any significant impact. This stays true for growing domains.
Flat profile:
Each sample counts as 0.01 seconds.
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gprof Result 4.1: Statistics for the dry example on a 500 × 500 grid using the vectorized
Riemann solver.
The performance comparison is somewhat special in the dry case. As we see in Figure 4.8
and Figure 4.9, the Vanilla solver performs significantly faster than the vectorized solver.
This behavior is easily explained. As mentioned before, the Vanilla solver simply skips
completely dry problems by inserting a goto instruction when encountering such a case
(cycle for F ORTRAN 90 and higher). However, skipping loop iterations inhibits vectorization [22] and therefore the only thing we can do is to compute trivial Riemann problems. In
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of Riemann solves per second for the dry scenario (higher is better).
Due to the Riemann problems being skipped in the Vanilla solver it outperforms
the vectorized version in this special case.

Figure 4.9: Comparison of run time spent in solver for the dry scenario (lower is better). We
see here that the Vanilla solver performs faster due to Riemann problems being
skipped.
this case all input values are set to zero and special care has to be taken whenever divisions
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occur. It is clear that in such situations, the Vanilla solver outperforms the vectorized solver.
On the other hand, the FLOPS for the vectorized solver reaches a speedup of almost three
in the dry case. In fact, in the dry case the highest FLOPS rate is attained with approximately
2.4 GFLOPS. It is not surprising that the Vanilla solver reaches a low FLOPS value as all
problems in the Riemann loop are skipped. In fact, when measuring only the Riemann loop,
the FLOPS count is zero. Merely the loops for computing the capacity function and the
fluctuations contribute to the FLOPS.
Of all the benchmarks performed in this work, the FLOPS in the dry case reach a maximum when computed with the vectorized solver. With vectorization, dry problems basically
do not differ from pure wet problems and one would expect the performance to be similar
to the wet case. However, when comparing Figure 4.10 (dry case) to Figure 4.12 (wet case),
we can see that the dry scenario reaches around 30% higher FLOPS rates.

Figure 4.10: Comparison of the attained FLOPS for the dry case.
Vanilla solver: Due to the skipping of problems, the FLOPS rate is relatively low.
Vectorized solver: We can take advantage of domain knowledge and obtain a
better code balance which leads to higher FLOPS.
The reason is as follows: Even though the Riemann solver is actually solving wet Riemann
problems (however, with zero values), we can use the knowledge about certain values being
zero and are therefore able to increase the code balance, effectively increasing the FLOPS
compared to the pure wet case. In fact, some square root computations and divisions can be
skipped, having a positive effect on FLOPS (see sections 2.2.2.2 and 2.4.2).6

6

Do not confuse with flops (plain operations) — These are reduced, of course. However, the pipeline throughput is increased due to less complex instructions.
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4.5.2 Radial Dam Break Scenario
Figure 4.19 shows the call distribution for rpn2 and rpt2 in the wet example after optimizing the normal Riemann solver. While the contribution of rpt2 stays around 35% in larger
domains, we can see a significant drop in the contribution of rpn2, when compared to the
Vanilla solver. In fact, a comparison of Result 3.3 with Result 4.2 shows that runtime spent in
the solver is diminished by almost 40% (self seconds), which indicates a major improvement
due to the optimizations performed.
Flat profile:
Each sample counts as 0.01
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gprof Result 4.2: Statistics for the wet example on a 500 × 500 grid using the vectorized
Riemann solver.

Figure 4.11: Runtime distribution in vectorized version for wet scenario as reported by
gprof.
We see in Figure 4.12 that the number of FLOPS are more than doubled for the radial dam
break scenario when using the vectorized solver. In fact, on a 900 × 900 grid FLOPS are
increased by 143% (≈ 2.4×).
Though the Riemann solves per second (Figure 4.13) do not experience the same speedup,
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of GFLOPS for the radial hump scenario (higher is better). After
reaching a peak value for both solvers at a 100 × 100 grid, values stay relatively
constant. The vectorized code exhibits a speedup of ≈ 2.4.

Figure 4.13: Comparison of Riemann solves per second for the radial hump scenario (higher
is better). Both solvers have a peak at a 100 × 100 domain. Values for the two
solvers stay relatively constant for different domain sizes, where the vectorized
solver exhibits almost doubled performance (around 80%).
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they still reach a decent increase of approximately 81%. This of course propagates to the attained bandwidth of 14.3 MRim/s · 256 bytes/Rim ≈ 3.66 GB/s, which is abound 38% of
S TREAM. Compared to the 2 GB/s of the Vanilla solver this is a 83% increase, which is what
we expect, since the bytes/Rim stay relatively constant for the wet case.
The speedups for both FLOPS and Riemann solves per second stay relatively constant,
independent of the domain size. However, Figure 4.14 shows that there is an increasing
gap in the run time difference as the domain grows. Therefore we can expect the impact of
vectorization to become more noticeable as the domain grows larger. The speedup will be
especially valuable if it can be kept for multiple threads, however this is subject to further
research.

Figure 4.14: Comparison of run time spent in solver for the radial hump scenario (lower is
better). We see the widening gap between the vectorized solver and the Vanilla
version. The larger the domain, the more we notice the impact of vectorization.

4.5.3 Chile 2010 Scenario
The results of the Chile 2010 scenario are the most promising if we consider the high complexity of this benchmarks when compared to the previous ones. Despite its higher complexity, by looking at Figure 4.15 we see that the contribution of rpn2 to the overall runtime
is almost halved in comparison to the Vanilla version.
The Chile scenario also shows a decent speedup for the FLOPS as well as the Riemann
solves per second. The FLOPS are almost doubled in comparison to the Vanilla code from
around 0.79 to 1.57 GFLOPS in the AMR example, which is a speedup of 99%. Also the
Riemann solves per second show a 64% speedup in this case.
With the values displayed in Result 4.3 we obtain a bandwidth of approximately 2.9 GB/s,
about 30% of S TREAM. This still leaves some space for optimization, however consider
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Figure 4.15: Runtime distribution in vectorized version for Chile 2010 scenario as reported
by gprof.

Figure 4.16: Comparison of attained FLOPS for Chile 2010 scenario. For the optimized version, the number of FLOPS is almost doubled (98% speedup).
in the result that due to AMR our Riemann solves per call to rpn2 can get as low as 2
Riemann solves per call. This does not only limit the theoretical AVX speedup of 4× to
2×, but also the core-internal overhead to fill pipelines, frequent function call overhead and
associated “warm-up” traffic will dramatically influence these type of calls (remember that
in Section 3.3.3 we explicitly ruled out measuring calls coming from the subroutine qad
exactly for that reason).
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of Riemann solves per second for the Chile 2010 scenario. After a
relatively low Rim/s in smaller domains for both solvers, an almost constant
behavior is observed. The vectorized solver reaches a speedup of about 63%.
To that end, it is important to see that as in the wet case, the normal Riemann solver
shows stable results when scaling to larger domains (Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17) after a
“warm-up” phase in the beginning. Even more important, compared to the Vanilla solver
the wall clock time spent in the solver (Figure 4.18) grows significantly slower, which will
be noticed when working with large domains.
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=======================================================================
Statistics for routine: RPN2
----------------------------------------------------------------------# Calls
Time(s)
GFLOPS
511084
3.4769
1.5645
----------------------------------------------------------------------Avg MRim/s
[min/max] flops/Rim
[min/max] Rim/Call (=mx)
11.1679
113
322
2
240
----------------------------------------------------------------------max1d:
400
=======================================================================

PAPI Result 4.3: Output for the Chile example using the vectorized Riemann solver and
AMR.

Figure 4.18: Comparison of the solver wall clock time for the Chile 2010 scenario (lower is
better).
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4.6 Vectorization of Transverse Riemann Solver
As indicated by the gprof results in the previous chapter, the transverse Riemann solver
accounts for the highest fraction of the total run time and is therefore an important candidate
for optimization.

4.6.1 Vectorization Approach
For the normal Riemann solver, we were able to gain the most significant speedup by employing vectorization. Due to the simpler structure of the transverse solver, it was possible
to follow the same approach for rpt2 with lesser obstacles.
rpt2 does not have to handle complicated wet-dry states and therefore the Riemann loop is
already in a straightforward form, except for the two cases where an iteration is skipped, see
Algorithm 1.2. The two conditional jumps can be easily replaced by setting hl, hr to zero
values and performing trivial computations in the dry case. Similar to the normal solver
optimization, the computation of Roe averages and Einfeldt speeds was outsourced to the
vectorizable subroutine solve_single_rpt.

4.6.2 Implications
It turns out that the transverse solver suffers from a deeper structural problem related to
G EO C LAW’s data structures, which makes it hard to remove an obvious bottleneck.
First remember what we observed in Section 4.4.1: Since the two-dimensional quantity
array has to be copied into ql, qr for each direction before being passed to the Riemann
solvers, one direction is always affected by a non-unit stride and therefore the Structure of
Arrays conversion does not incur any additional losses. So the input arrays ql, qr can be
converted at virtually no cost.
The output arrays amdq, apdq, which hold the fluctuations A± ∆Q, are local to flux2, the
subroutine from which the normal and transverse solvers are called (1 level up). Therefore,
the scope of subroutines that have to be refactored is manageable.
The conversion to a Structure of Arrays pattern of the quantities and fluctuations is confined
to flux2, rpn2 and rpt2 and does not affect other parts of the code. This allows the rpn2
code to be transformed to work completely in an SoA fashion.
On the other hand, the transverse fluctuations (called bmasdq and bpasdq), which are also
originally arranged in an Array of Structures fashion, are added as flux corrections to the
fluxes gaddm and gaddp. These are also stored in Array of Structures fashion and propagate
up to step2, where the entire grid is advanced for one time step (already two levels up).
While we could also rearrange those arrays to a Structure of Arrays pattern for two levels
in the call hierarchy, the problem here is that the corrected fluxes are eventually added to the
two-dimensional fluxes in step2, which also have an AoS layout. However, these cannot
be changed easily as they are a fundamental part of G EO C LAW and would require big parts
of the code to be rewritten. This ultimately leads to strided accesses when updating the
fluxes and cannot be helped. This, in turn, reduces the options we have to mitigate the
striding effects when optimizing the transverse solvers. The best we can do is to defer the
conversion to the highest point in the calling hierarchy, that is step2, which would entail
the minimal losses.
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However, despite these problems, the following section will reveal that especially vectorization exhibits major improvements in terms of FLOPS and Riemann solves per second and
therefore we can still hope for some performance gain.

4.7 Benchmark Results and Speedups for the Transverse Solver
We will forgo the benchmarking for the dry case as it did not reveal much about the solver’s
performance.

4.7.1 Radial Dam Break Scenario
As a first step, it is interesting to compare the call time distribution of rpt2, as the transverse
solves account for the highest fraction of time spent in subroutines. We do not see any
improvement in Figure 3.3 after optimizing the code. Consider the 500 × 500 grid, where
the Vanilla rpt2 version accounts for 30% of the runtime. With the optimized version, this
values is 36%, which is actually an increase. However, we must keep in mind that these
values were obtained with the optimized normal solver involved and therefore this might
outweigh the distribution. We will see in the following that the transverse solver actually
experiences a reasonable speedup.

Figure 4.19: Run time distribution for the wet case (lower is better) — Comparison of rpt2
for Vanilla solver and vectorized solver.
On the other hand, if we consider Figure 4.20, we can see a similar behavior as for the
normal solver. The gap between the two versions widens as the domain size grows larger
and therefore we can expect the effects of optimization to become more intense the larger
the domain grows. At a 900 × 900 grid, the optimized solver is already around 50% faster
compared to the Vanilla version. Similar to the normal Riemann solver, we expect this behavior to remain for multicore settings, which would allow for high speedups and should
be investigated further.
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Figure 4.20: Run time comparison for the wet case (lower is better) — Comparison of rpt2
for Vanilla solver and vectorized solver.
Also the Riemann solves per second (see Figure 4.21) show similar characteristics when
compared to the normal Riemann solver. We can assume that this is due to the similarity
of the two algorithms, as also the transverse solver has to compute Roe values and solve
an eigenspace subsequently. In any case, speedups of up to 55% are observed in Riemann
solves per second, which stay relatively stable over increasing domain sizes.
For the FLOPS, the speedup reaches values as large as 2.5×, which indicates that vectorization is indeed boosting performance to a decent extent.

4.7.2 Chile 2010 Scenario
Analog to the previous case we see in Figure 4.23 that the Riemann solves per second are
increased. However, for the Chile scenario we only see a speedup of ∼33% in Rim/s, which
is low compared to the previous case. However, similar to the Vanilla solver, there is an
up-going trend with increasing domain size. A similar trend is observed for the FLOPS.
At this point, let us investigate an interesting behavior: If we compare the Chile scenario
FLOPS in Figure 4.24 with the wet scenario FLOPS in Figure 4.22 on page 78, we see that
the speedup for the vectorized solver is higher in the latter case, but in general the FLOPS are
lower. On the other hand for the Chile scenario, the absolute number of FLOPS is higher but
the speedup is lower.
This behavior is explained in a similar way to the dry case when comparing the Vanilla
solver against the vectorized solver for fully dry cases. The original rpt2 solver skips iterations on completely dry problems while the vectorized solver needs to solve trivial problems
ans is therefore slower. However, when solving actual transverse Riemann problems, the
vectorized version outperforms the Vanilla solver. This is seen in these two scenarios. In the
wet case, no problems can be skipped and we see the full potential of the vectorized solver.
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Figure 4.21: Riemann solves per second for the wet case — Comparison of rpt2 for Vanilla
solver and vectorized solver.

Figure 4.22: FLOPS for the wet case — Comparison of rpt2 for Vanilla solver and vectorized
solver.
In the Chile example however, the Vanilla solver encounters dry cells on the continent and
can compensate for its lower performance. However, due to the fact that also the vectorized
solver enters cheaper branches in the code when solving dry problems, the general FLOPS
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Figure 4.23: Rim/s for the Chile case — Comparison of rpt2 for Vanilla solver and vectorized solver.

Figure 4.24: FLOPS for the Chile case — Comparison of rpt2 for Vanilla solver and vectorized solver.
value (and also Rim/s) is improved.
We see in Figure 4.25 that eventually the vectorized solver still outperforms the Vanilla
solver on the long run.
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Figure 4.25: Wall Clock Time for the Chile case — Comparison of rpt2 for Vanilla solver and
vectorized solver.
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5.1 Summary
In this work, the single-core optimization of Riemann solvers for the two-dimensional Shallow Water Equations was discussed. In particular, we addressed the normal and the transverse solvers, which turned out to be the computational workhorses of a shallow flow simulation.
First, we gave an outline of the mathematical theory for Shallow Water Equations and Riemann problems and provided an example of how an actual Riemann solver implementation
is realized.
Before the optimization, the Roofline model was introduced as an easy to grasp but powerful theoretical tool to assess a computational kernel’s performance and determine it’s bottlenecks. While special care has to be taken to avoid an overestimation of the Roofline ceilings, the model can reveal whether a given kernel is compute- or memory-bound. Different
tools allow to obtain realistic estimates about performance limitations and as such, their
results may serve as input data to feed the Roofline model. Ultimately, this gives rise to formulating an optimization space in which we can find different optimization approaches that
might alleviate performance bottlenecks.
In the following chapters, we applied the aforementioned techniques to the Riemann kernels. In a first step, the test system data was used to create a basic Roofline model and
subsequently, knowledge about the kernel was used to tighten the ceilings and obtain better
estimates, where the computational intensity value had to be estimated due to problems in
obtaining data in the way that theory suggests. The Riemann solvers were eventually identified as compute-bound. Furthermore, it turned out that data-level parallelism had not been
exploited, which indicated that vectorization would be the most promising optimization approach.
Based on these findings, benchmarks were performed to obtain reference performance
data on the one side, and to reinforce the theoretical assumptions on the other. In fact, performance counter measurements confirmed that theoretical estimations were reasonable.
Eventually, optimization strategies for improving performance were discussed and applied to the normal and transverse Riemann solvers, with a strong focus on vectorization.
While the speedups were far from the theoretical limit of 4× for the AVX instruction extensions, factors of around 2× were already achieved.
While these ceilings might be due to flaws in the optimization (in particular, certain data
structures limit the optimization), one has to keep in mind that the algorithm itself will constrain the maximum speedup. This has yet to be analyzed and would improve the estimate
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for the maximum computational intensity, which in turn would provide upper bounds for
the maximum achievable performance.
The optimization results of this work show that the Roofline model is an indispensable
tool for performance assessment and in fact, it helped in determining the right optimization
for the given Riemann solvers. Note that the Roofline model analysis can be performed iteratively [11]. Based on this work’s results, it would therefore be possible to re-analyze the
optimized kernel and spot further bottlenecks.
We will outline a series of ideas for further research in the next section.
Comment on computational intensity issues In Section 3.1.3.3 it was recognized that measuring outer level cache misses to obtain the memory traffic value for the computational
intensity I does not provide reasonable values. The author assumes that for smaller working sets on big-cache systems like the Intel® Xeon CPU employed in our case, data can
almost completely stay in cache, which dramatically reduces the cache misses. The loop
structure of scientific applications like G EO C LAW also allows software prefetching mechanisms to recognize the high locality of data and minimize memory transfers. While this is
certainly advantageous for performance, it reveals the complexity of modern architectures
and also the limitations of theoretical assumptions. While the attempt of measuring L1 data
misses instead turned out to be reasonable in the scope of this work, it is uncertain that this
workaround will provide good estimates in other scenarios. Therefore it is left as an open
question as to what extend computational intensity can be precisely determined when mixing theoretical inputs like the maximum computational performance (which we defined as
Ppeak /4) with measured inputs such as bandwidth.

5.2 Future Work
In this work, the Roofline model was introduced as a method to analyze a kernel, spot bottlenecks and find suitable optimizations to mitigate the impact of these bottlenecks. However,
the tools and ideas applied in this work were confined to the case where a specific solver was
addressed. While this analysis and optimization already involves a considerable amount of
work, there are many further subjects that may be addressed in the future. The following
list provides an overview of some interesting topics:
• It would be interesting to analyze the effects of the max1d parameter with respect to
cache performance.
• The GCC gfortran compiler was not considered in this work due to the superior
features and performance of the Intel® compiler that was available on the Stampede
system. However, the GCC compiler is a common compiler available on many systems
and as part of the GNU compiler collection, it is free and open-source. It is assumed
that also the major part of scientists using G EO C LAW work with gfortran. Therefore the author recommends that a similar benchmarking is conducted with the GCC
compiler in the future.
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• This thesis was concerned with the optimization of Riemann solvers on the core level
and as such, any type of parallelism beyond the core level was disregarded. However,
as the trend in computer science and especially in High Performance Computing is
going towards manycore systems, it is imperative to conduct a performance analysis
as was done in this work on a larger scale. In particular, many side-effect have to be
considered when working on shared-memory or distributed memory computer systems, as for example NUMA effects come into play and data transfer delays play an
even bigger role, having considerable effects on the Roofline ceilings.
• While this thesis focused on the optimizations for the normal and transverse Riemann
solvers for the two-dimensional Shallow Water Equations, this relatively special case
shows that there is possibly potential to improve other Riemann solvers available in
G EO C LAW, such as the more complex Riemann solvers for the Euler equations.
• The multilayer approach extends the Shallow Water Equations presented here by allowing two or more shallow water layers to be stacked vertically and coupled, which has
advantages for certain applications, such as storm surge modeling [31, 5]. Attempts
were made in the beginning of this work to analyze and optimize the multilayer solver
in the same fashion as was done for the single-layer kernels. However, since the multilayer solver invokes the single-layer solver in many cases, it was decided instead
to focus on the single layer case as both the multilayer and the single-layer version
would benefit from optimizations of the latter. Yet, improving the performance of the
multilayer Riemann solver is very desired and should be focused on in the future.
Preliminary work on this matter can be found in [20].
• Furthermore, we saw in Section 4.6 that the internal structure of G EO C LAW might
inhibit vectorization and therefore it would be worthwhile investigating whether more
restructuring can be done fo improve code performance, for example with respect to
Structure of Arrays. Obvious candidates from the gprof outputs in the benchmarks
scenarios are the subroutines flux2 and step2, for example.
• The code transformations performed in this work were mostly written in F ORTRAN 90.
However, newer versions of the F ORTRAN standard have a greater focus on parallelism and introduce new attributes like CONTIGUOUS, which may be used to assert
that assumed shape arrays or pointer arrays are contiguous. Therefore, and while
updating the code to follow newer standards, it would be worthwhile analyzing the
effects of new features.
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